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QUEEN AND COURT - Que.n Marjorie Poplar
(center) surrounded by members of her court.
From left to right they are junior Shirley Ann

Gerkens, sophomore Shirley Loffer, senior Jackie
Baumgardner and freshman Ann Yanosky. (Photo

by Tim Culek.)

Where have all the
past queens gone?
REIGNING TOMORROW ■■ Homecoming Queen Marjorie Poplar
will preside with her court over tomorrow's Homecoming game.
(Photo by Tim Culek.)

Commuters are 'in'

For the first time In the history of the University, the Commuter Organisation has received
residence hall status and been
Invited to participate in the 50th
annual Homecoming ceremonies
held at Bowling Green State University.
Under the leadership of Mrs.
Hazel Smith, director of the Commuter Organization, the commuters have launched a full scale
attack on the Imagination of the
entire student body.
Accompanied by their motto,
"Freak out Kent," the float committee has planned a circus theme
with a side show as the main attraction. The side show will be
composed of a ring master, tattooed lady, Indian rubber man and
snake charmer.
Preparations for this event began In early September and float
committee chairman, Dorothy
Repka, junior In the College of Education feels the commuters have
an excellent entry In the float
contest.
The commuters have also
planned a combination open-house
and art exhibit this Sat. and Sun.

Kreischer A,B,C
to entertain
15 orphans
By BOB HOLLBACK
Staff Writer
Fifteen orphans will have a tome
for a day, because of the efforts
of Ashley, Batchelder and Compton Halls. The Homecoming committees of these three halls will
be "adopting " the orpahns for
Bowling Green's Homecoming.
The orphans will come from the
Lucas County Children's Home
and will range In age from 9-12.
Couples will take one orphan
each to dinner and then to the BGKent game, according to Vicky
L. Schmidt, assistant head resident of Ashley Hall.
The children will also ride on the
float sponsored by the three dorms.
Guest meal tickets for the children have been provided by the Kreischer cafeteria, and tickets to the
football game have been provided
by the Athletic Department.
The three halls felt the adoption
idea was more worthwhile than
"spending a lot of money on a
float that would last only a few
days and do no one much good"
stated Miss Schmidt.

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. This
event will be held In the commuter
center located In Mosley Hall.
The exhibit will feature paintings
and sculpturs created by the commuter artists. Refreshments will
also be served.
The commuters feelings were
best summarized when Mrs. Smith
stated, "The commuters feel they
are finally being included as part
of the university activities and the
students are having a ball with
the project.

What happens to Homecoming
Queens of Bowling Green State
University after graduation? Do
many become models or enter
some other glamorous career?
The answer to this question Is
"no!"
Here are what the Homecoming
Queens of the past six years are
doing.
Nancy O'Dell, last year's queen,
Is living in an apartment in Grand
Blanc, Michigan, and is teaching
seventh grade English there. It's
rumored that she might be down
this weekend for Homecoming.
Shirley Mercer, 1966 queen,
lives in an apartment In Southfield, a suburb of Detroit, and
teaches second grade at the
Franklin Village School. She Is a

37 units to parade
A 37 unit parade featuring 19
floats, university falcon Prince
Frederick and Honorary Parade
Marshall Robert Shelton will mark
the beginning of Saturday's Homecoming activities.
Leading the parade will be the
ROTC Color Guards, while Prince
Frederick will bring up the rear.
Starting time Is scheduled for
8:45 a.m.
Starting point for the parade will
be St. Mark's Lutheran Church.
From there the units will go west
on (lough St. to Main St., north
on Main St. to Ridge St., and east
on Ridge St. The parade will
stop at Sterling Farm.
The reviewing stand will be located between Prout and Hayes
Hails.
Dignitaries riding near

the head of the parade will be
let off at this point, where they
will then review the units following.
It Is here Uu . Robert Shelton,
the recipient of the 1968 Alumni
Service Award, will assume his
honorary duties as parade marshall.
Shelton will be the honored guest
of the University as the result
of the award given him by the
Alumni Association.
Following the completion of the
parade, he will be the luncheon
guest of University President Willlam T. Jerome III, and will sit
In the president's box at the
football game.
At a pre-game ceremony,
Shelton will be presented the 1968
Alumni Service Award for his work
In the Alumni Association.
The award cites his work In
helping to organize the Association, and the effort he has made
to the advancement of It.
"Bob Shelton could almost be
called the father of the Alumni
Association," stated Fred J. Hansen, assistant director of Alumni
relations.
Shelton, 63, Is a 1929 graduate
of Bowling Green, and holds an
M.A. from the University of Colorado.

HE'S COMING ■• Singer Leu
Rawls will appear in concert
at 8 p.m., Saturday in Anderson Arena. Tickets are available in the Union lobby or at
the Arena ticket office Saturday night.

He has been Involved In education
all his life, coaching all major
sports, high school principal, and
presently Is the Director of Teacher Personnel In the Toledo school
system.
Mr. Shelton was a unanimous
choice for the Alumni Service
Award, and was Informed of his
selection In July of this year.
He is married, has two grown
children, and Is presently residing
in Perrysburg, Ohio.

member of the Franklin Village
Players, and was chosen for a
lead part In their production of
"Barefoot In the Park," which
will be performed this December.
Sondra Jackson, 1965 queen, Is
now married and living in Troy,
Ohio.
Juanlta A. Nada, 1964 queen,
Is now Mrs. Thomas Dobmeyer,
and lives In Minnesota.
Janet M. Fritz, 1963 queen,
Is a sociology Instructor at the
Mansfield Branch of Ohio State
University.
Sibyl Preunlnger, 1962 queen who
reigned during the festivities that
year, is married to Richard
Towner, BGSU's former director
of student activities, and they live
at the University of Cincinnati,
where Mr. Towner is Involved
in administrative work.

THOUGHT
The freest man in the
world is still a si ave «
to his conscience.
Donald W. B aldwin

Alumni events set
A schedule of various Home-'
coming events for alumni Is as
follows:
OCTOBER 19
9-12 Registration in the Alumni
Room of the Union.
11:15-1 p.m. Al la Carte Luncheon In the Grand Ballroom. This
luncheon Is open to all on campus
during homecoming.
1:30 p.m. Game.
5 p.m. Reunion Diners for the
following classes:
1918 - Pheasant Room 4:30 p.m.
1928 - Pheasant Room 5 p.m.
1924-25-26 - Dogwood Suite 5:30
p.m.
1943 - Holiday Inn 5 p.m.
1958 - Holiday Inn 5 p.m.

Class of r 18
reunion Sat
The class of 1918 Is celebrating
their 50th anniversary reunion
during homecoming weekend.
During the A la carte luncheon
before the game In the Grand
Ballroom they will be seated at
the "table of honor".
At the game they will be the
special guests of the Alumni Association. Transportation will be
provided for all those wishing
to attend in this class.
A dinner given after the game
in the Pheasant Room of the Union
also has been arranged for these
special alumni celebrating their
golden anniversary.

Newsline
Dear Newsline,
I've heard rumors that there are going to be demonstrations during the Homecoming Game. Do you have any information on this?
(TD)
DearTD,
According to Informed sources, the only demonstrations will be
staged by the marching bands. And, if the new Code Is passed, all
members will then be thrown out of the University.
»**
Dear Newsline,
What kind of weather can we expect for the Homecoming Game?
(JG)
Dear JG,
In view of the beautiful weekends we have experienced since the
beginning of classes, and In view of the recent heat wave to hit Bowling Green, we should be a fairly good target for a blizzard come
Saturday.
*»*
Dear Newsline,
What will the three presidential candidates be doing at BG's homecoming?
(JH)
Dear JH,
All three major presidential candidates will be present.
Richard
M. Nixon will be seated on the 50-yard line, cheering for whichever
team the rest of the crowd seems to favor. This, of course is the
"new Richard Nixon."
'
Vice-President Hubert H. Humphrey will also be In attendance,
but will be seated as far away from the cheerleaders as possible.
They remind him of the protesters who greet him wherever he goes.
Is this the politics of joy?
And naturally, former Governor George C. Wallace will attend
the game, cheering for whichever team Is wearing the white uniforms.
**»
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BG Big Top-'Ouf of sight'!
By KAY NICKEL
Assistant Issue Editor
Bowling Green's 1968 Homecoming will officially open at 7:15
P.m., tonight with "The Greatest
Rally on Earth," the theme of
this year's pep rally.
The rally will be held at Sterling Farm and will feature a traditional bonfire, the Introduction
of the Queen and her court, and
the Introduction of the football
team and staff. The cheerleaders,
the ROTC band, and the Pommerettes, Freddie Falcon and Prince
FrwUrirlr will at an ttf> on hanrl in

make the rally a successful one.
The pep rally will be topped
off by a 15 minute fireworks display.
Proceeding the rally, which will
end at 9 p.m., will be three dances
sponsored by the Sophomore Class.
Also beginning at 9 p.m., two
elder and doughnut wagons, sponsored by the City Merchants, will
circulate to all sites where floats
are being made.
Saturday's festivities will begin
at 9 a.m. when the Homecoming
Parade leaves St. Mark's parking
lot. rmrlnrrtfiK Its Journey to the

Ice Arena.
Flndlay Schrlner clowns, balloons, bands and a calliope will
be Included In the parade, along
with 19 floats. Other units In the
parade Include an Army and Air
Force color guard, the Pomnerettes and the cheerleaders riding
In a flretruck. There will be 30
units In all, riding a course of
2.6 miles.
The procession will move past
a reviewing stand on Ridge Street
at approximately 9:30 a.m.
"Several dignitaries from the
University, administrative, eltv

:

$MM

and student government will be on
reviewing stand," said George
xay, chairman of the parade and
member of Alpha Phi Omega, the
parade organizers.
Robert She) ton parade mar shall
and recipient of 1968 Alumni Service Award, will ride In the parade and then will move to the
reviewing stand when he reaches
Ridge Street.
The parade will continue regardless of weather, according to Mr.
James Hof, director of the Alumni
Association.
Seven trophies will be awarded
lor outstanding floats. The trophies, four of which are given by
Alpha Chi Omega Sorority, and
three given by the downtown merchants, will be awarded by merit
of appropriateness and workmanship.
The trophies will be placed in
the Student Services Building and
certificates will be presented to
the winning units. This will be
done because of the combined eftors of dorms, and sorority and
fraternity houses which will go Into
the floats.
The football game between BG
and Kent will begin at 1:30 p.m.
Pre-game activities will Include
the presentation of the Queen and
her court, awarding of float trophies, and balloons donated by
the Sophomore Class, sent Into the
air.

The Queen and her court,
dressed In suits from the University Shop, will sit on a special
platform decorated according to
the homecoming theme-"BG Big
Top". Charms and the Queen's
crown will be provided by Klever's Jewelry Store.
The stadium will be decorated
with streamers and signs.
After the garni?, alumni reunions
will be held In the Grand Ballroom of the Union. . Residence
halls and fraternity and sorority
houses will hold open houses and
reunions. AH buildings on campus
will be open to the public.
The downtown section of the city
will also be decorated. Store windows will be painted and displays
will be set up by the Freshman
Class.
The Alumil House will be decorated and shuttle buses will run
for alumni tours of the campus.
Saturday evening's activities
will consist of the I.ou Rawls concert at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall.
The concert will be followed by
the annual Homecoming Dance in
the grand Ballroom. The dance
will feature the Ray Douglas Band,
a Canadian group.
All in all, the "BO Big Top"
promises to be a homecoming
weekend full of fun and lots of
activity.
"I think it can be one of BG's
most exciting homecomings, "concluded Hof.

Ye olde homecoming
BG 1939 revisited

Falcon band marches on
Bowling Green's marching
Falcons still have a lot of steps
ahead of them. Their next big
show, of course, will be on Homecoming, when the fighting Falcons
host Kent State.
The following day the band takes
off for Bellefontalne, Ohio, where
they are to entertain at a musical festival. Mark Kelly, band
director, explained, "There wUl
be no Judging of competing bands
or anything of that sort. We
simply are going to Bellefontalne
to perform In the program, and
Join In on the good friendly atmosphere of these kind of festivals."
Then it's back home again with

Homecomiag dance
set for Saturday, to
begii after concert
The Union Activities Organization Is sponsoring a homecoming
dance this Saturday. The dance
will begin immediately after the
Lou Rawls concert at 10:30 p.m.
In the grand ballroom.
Ticket stubs from the Lou Rawls
concert or $1.50 per person gains
you admittance to the dance. It
will feature the Ray Douglas Orchestra.

Prince Frederick

one week to prepare for November
2nd's Dad Day show as our Fal-

con footballers' take on the Thundering Herd from Marshall.

Sophomore bonfire
to ignite Homecoming
"It will be the greatest rally
ever," said Bev Evans, chairman
of the 1968 Homecoming pep rally.
In keeping with the Homecoming
theme "Under the Big Top," Friday night's pep rally is dubbed
"The Greatest Rally On Earth."
The "Spirit of 72" will start
the festivities at 7:15 p.m. with
a snake dance originating at Rodger s Quadrangle and then proceeding to Kohl Hall, Founders, down
Thurstin street, past McDonald
to Prout and then out to Sterling
Farm , where a bonfire will be
lit
The ROTC Band, Pomerettes,
cheerleaders, Prince Frederick,
and Freddie Falcon will be on

hand.
In addition there will be a fireworks display immediately following the rally. The fireworks obtained through a Cleveland firm
will be set off at the Doyt Perry
Stadium.
After the fireworks everyone
Is invited to attend one of three
free dances sponsored by the Sophomore class. One will be held
under the Student Activities Building on the terrace and will feature
the Primary Colors. The second
will be held in the Rathskellar with
The Colleglates and the third In
the Mid-Am Room with The Something Moore.

By LINDA HERBKERSMAN
Feature Editor
1939—the first known recorded
history of a Bowling Green Homecoming, and we find the campus
newspaper (It hadn't been named
yet) running the headlines "900
To Cast Ballots In Campus Elections."
Earlier, the football squad submitted the names of 15 campus
lovelies to be considered for homecoming queen, and the field had
been narrowed to six.
In the same election, students
were asked to select a name for
the campus newspaper. Those on
the ballot were "Buckeye," "Falconlan," "The Well," and "The
Northwest Ohloan."
The same issue of the paper ran
the front page story "Total Enrollment Up Ten Per Cent," giving the campus a rollicking student
body of 1449.
October 18, 1039. We find that
the "Falconlan" was chosen as the
name of the newspaper, but the
"Bee Gee News" — a write-in
candidate— was going to be used
until the alumni groups ratified
the new name. Mildred Wolf, can-

Prince Frederick now tome,
nearly ready for performance
By PAUL BARRETT
Staff Writer
"He's completely tamed now, and shows virtually
none of his original wlldness. However, he's not
completely trained," said John A. Blakeman, trainer
of Prince Frederick, Bowling Green's falcon mascot
Prince Frederick displayed his distaste for captivity
when he bit John last spring. However, the wound
was John's last and the bird's progress has been
slow but steady throughout the summer.
John, a Junior biology major in the College of Education from Fremont, Ohio, performed a nutrition
study on sparrow hawks as a freshman, and gained
the practical experience of handling birds of prey
that Is needed for the Job as head falconer.
The falcon made his debut perched on John's hand
during halftime of the first home game against Ball
State. It wasn't until after the game that Prince Frederick took to the air at the end of a 50-yard restraining cord.
"He has to fly at the end of the cord because he's
our only bird, and there's the possibility that he might
take off for good without it," said John.
Prince Frederick will not fly without his restraining
cord until four or five other falcons can be purchased
next spring, said the trainer. "We have the names of

the people out West who will get the birds for us and
all we need right now Is the funds."
Blakeman hopes that the mascot will be ready to
perform at a home game halftime towards the end of
the football season. "If and when he Is trained,he
will attack a leather bird-like lure on the end of a
cord that I will twirl above my head," he said.
"He only files when he's hungry and he knows that
by attacking the lure, he will be fed," said John.
According to the head falconer, Prince Frederick's
flying skill at the end of the restraining cord is amazing, when he's not overweight "Right now, he's a
little heavy and I'm trying to work his weight down
to increase bis maneuverability," he said.
A poultry dressing firm in Fremont provides the
falcon with chicken heads of which be gets one a day,
so feeding Prince Frederick has been free of cost
"In fact after the Initial expense of my costume
and the falcon's tra'alng equipment, the cost of keeping Prince Frederick and the future falcons will be
next to nothing," admitted John.
Our "winged warrior" can be seen every afternoon
between 2:15 and 2:30 soaring at the end of Us leash
above the stadium. At the other end wUl be a guy who
deserves a lot of credit for his time and patience.
Both would appreciate an audience.

dldate from Skol sorority, was
homecoming queen-wect, and
2000 were expected to attend the
homecoming game against Otterbeln, The Inauguration of Pres.
Frank J. Prout was to tke place
also.
The ads In the paper offered
other diversions either Instead of,
or after the homecoming game.
One could get a suit or dress dry
cleaned or pressed for 60? at
I,eltman's, and the Whitehouse
Hamburger Sho p offered homemade chill and vegetable soup
of 10?.
Gals could get ready for the big
date by going to the Creative
Beauty Shop for Machlneless
Waves—$2.50; End Curls—$1.50;
or a Shampoo and Set—35?.
The Powell Shop had sweaters
and skirts for $1.98 or. If you
were really going to splurge, $2.98.
The Cla-zel was showing "Thunder Afloat," starring Wallace Berry for 11?, and also had a "Special
Homecoming Attraction—"Babes
in Arms" at a gala midnight showing."
By October 25, Homecoming was
a thing of the past. The newspaper
was named "The Falconlan." A
front-page story advocated the
benefits of studying In bed, and the
report of the football game was
burled back on page 3. The Falcons won, 26-6, and that was It
Ah yes, an account of ancient
history.
Sorry about that, alums.

Freddie the Falcon
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editorial
Homecoming
It's Homecoming time again, and alumni will be trooping to
campus in large numbers for another weekend in what is becoming more and more of an alien environment for them.
Of course, we still have the pep rallies, the football game,
the floats, the dance and a concert. But there is much more to
Bowling Green now than school spirit.
Throughout the nation, students are questioning the traditional ways things are done on a college campus. They want more
than nice Homecomings — they want an education.
And when they say they want an education, they mean one
that counts. They don't always mean the traditional preparation
for a job.
To them, education must be relevant to the "outside" world;
education is a total experience, an understanding.
In short, what's happening at Bowling Green is not limited
•II the football stadium. It's happening in the Education Building, the Student Services Building, the Library, Williams Hall,
the Falcon's Nest, and outside in the inner campus area.
So we urge alumni not to limit their weekend on campus to
the football game and parties. They should look into the other
areas that help make Bowling Green what it is.
They should examine the total university and see if they can
come out of here with some general ideas about the universities
of today.
We think Homecoming is an integral part of any University
because it gives the alumni what muy be their only chance to
understand the changes in their alma mater.

letters to the editor
Die process
Today I read an article on the
Student Code (Code Contains Court
Provision, Oct. 8, 1968) In the BG
News. It was a great article.
It stated that a "major Innovation
of the proposed Student Code"
would be a guarantee of due process
of law for students.
I smiled. "Due process of law
sure Is a nice thing for a student
to have," I said to myself. Getting
back to my room I leafed through
my Am. History book to look at
the historical significance of due
process.
I found that It grew
out of the Magna car ta, was carried
on by several English philosophers
and finally ended up In the 5th
and 14th Amendments to the U.S.
constitution. Full of wonderment
and gratitude I remarked on the
benevolence and wisdom of those
In the Power Tower, who had
decided that after only 179 years
the students of Bowling Green
State University, like all other
citizens of the U.S., should be
guaranteed due process of law.
"That's mighty sharp thinking,"
I said to myself.
The thought that I too now shared
one of the basic rights of all
American citizens made my heart
sweU with patriotism. "But,"
I said, "I must watch myself.

Love is a wet blouse
By LYLE GREENFIELD
Student Columnist
"Hello, Eileen. Gosh, you look
feminine today."
"Hello, Lyle. Thank you. My,
don't you look virile today!"
"Thank youl Gee, your tresses
of long silken red hair are certainly fetching fixed up like that.
Mind If I smell?"
"Thank you. I don't mind, but
be careful not to touch—I Just
set It."
"Mmmmmm. GOLLY . . . your
tee« h are Just white and shiny
as a freshly mowed lawn. Wish
I could run my fingers through
them!"
"Thank you, Lyle. I brushed
four times today with that new
Intimate Tooth toothpaste.
B-r-r-r-r-r . . It's chilly out
here. Do you think you could let
me put your sport coat around my
shoulders for a few minutes?
Boy, that coat's a beauty, too!"
"Thank you, Eileen. I better
not, though. I think I have deodorant stains on my shirt. You
won't be too cold, will you? Here,
I'll put my arm around your
shoulders.
That should help."
"Better not, Lyle. I Just took
a Chapeau Bath and I have nat-

ural oils all over my body. You'll
Just get your clothes messy and
make me unclean. Really, I'm
fine."
"Darnlt, Eileen, you've got the
prettiest lips! They look Just like
two teeny, flat tomatoes. I'm
going to kiss them right now."
"Why thank you, Lyle. But no
no no no no! I Just put Lip Amour
on and It smears like crazy. I
do love it so when you kiss me,
though—your mustache Is so generating. Would you on the cheek?"
"Thanks, Eileen, but OH MAN,
If you didn't remind me that I've
got Pommade Hongrolse mustache
wax on today. It'll just leave a
gluey block on your cheek and
mess up my hair. How about a
great big hug!"
"Oh Lausey Me, Lyle. This
ruffled blouse Just came out of
the cleaner's and I don't have to
tell you what will happen. Let's
hold hands, though.
I like to
feel that you're close to me. What
the ... ? Dearest me, Lyle,
what do you have on yours hands?"
"Why that's La 'Bourgeois, Eileen, a rare and masculine hand
treatment for men with dry skin.
Do you like It?"
"Oh yes, I really do. But maybe It's supposed to be rubbed In
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rather than Just sit on your palm
In a glooky glob."
"You're probably right—I didn't
read the directions. Wow, Eileen,
this Is one of the etherealest days
I've ever seen. Let's walk down
to the pond and feed the mallards."
"Oh Lyle, I do want to, but I'm
wearing my brand new Lady Evelyn
Gadabouts and I might get them
dirty or scratchy."
"You can take them off and I'll
carry them. Really, I would so
like to feed the mallards."
"That would be fine . . . gosh
but the darn of It all. I've got
on those new Ultra Leg Silken
Net Distributive Hose stockings
that you wanted me to get. They
catch on things so easily—I'd be
afraid."
"Oh, that's okay. We'll feed
the mallards another time."
"Lyle G-O-L-L-Y! I Just noticed your trousers! I never saw
those before. They're sharp!"
"Well thank you, Eileen.
They're those new Identlfythl StaDressed slacks. Wearing these
sure beats wearing just pants. I
can go throughout most of my dally
activities much easier In these
Identlfythl's."
"Boy, Pll bet. Oh Lyle, I just
broke my nail. Do you have your
clippers with you?"
"Why yes, Eileen. But they're
In my pocket and I'd have to take
my slacks off to get them."
"Oh, don't bother.
I mean,
I'll take care of It later at
home ... oh goodness."
"Ha, ha, ha. Oh, oh. Is that
rain I feel?"
"Why, I think It Is. Lord,
Lord, Lord—It's pouring! Gee,
Lyle, I'm getting all wet! Oh my
hair! My clothes!"
"My coat! My p-nts! Quick,
let's run to the ca
I've got It
parked over there."
"Whew!
I'm aoacked to the
quick.
And are you a mess,
Lyle!"
"Man, I feel like one of those
damn ducks. Oh, Eileen! Your
hair Is ruined!
And your
blouse
wanna' neck
Eileen?"
"Uh huh
I really
. do.llke. 156 FprdvLyle.'.'

I f I misuse this right they might
taki It back. I must learn all
about due process of law, so that
I will never mishandle It."
So I read my Political Science
book. It paraphrased Daniel Webster, saving that government
should render no judgement against
a man unless he has had a fair
trial.
In other words a man
was considered Innocent by government until proven guilty. That
seemed pretty nice to me.
But I must get to toe point of
this letter. After I had mastered
(or at least I think I have) the
Importance of the concept of due
process, I finished reading your
article. Frankly, I am puzzled.
You see, I read that a student
who had probably violated a municipal, state, or federal law "may
be suspended until the allegation
Is cleared or prosecuted to the
satisfaction of the courts.
Now, here Is the way I con, side red the situation. B.G.S.U.
is a branch of the government,
despite what Pres. Jerome would
have us believe. A student has been
arrested and "referred to an appropriate outside agency for handling," and the student has been
suspended so that we can have
"an atmosphere conducive to our
educatlonal mission."
"That's
great. Everyone should be free
to book It without the Interference of possible criminals peeking
over his shoulder," I thought.
But then I thought some more.
What If that student was found
not guilty by the state? Wasn't
the university Judging him guilty
too soon by suspending him, thereby violating the due process of
law so recently "guaranteed" to
all students? Wasn't the government (B.G.S.U.) rendering a
judgement against a man before
his fair trial?
So those are my questions about
due process of law and the Student
Code. I hope I haven't misused
any of my rights by asking them,
but I heard that, except for ROTC
Reviews, B.G.S.U. also guaranteed
freedom of thought. I hope you
can answer them.
Jim Gearhart
117 Conklln

Don't open Union
When "no hours" were granted,
I was of the opinion that now we
were turning the world right sideup again.
College people who had completed at least twelve years of
mam

academic Instruction and eighteen
years under the watchful eyes of
their parents were now being
treated as If they were as mature
as their peers who had chosen
not to go to college. They were
being treated as responsible Individuals who could come and go
as they please, making their own
Judgements concerning right and
wrong and what was best for them.
Now, however, possibly because
I am reaching ripe old middleage (28), I am questioning whether
or not these same people truly
are as mature as their peers,
and evidenced by a request, nay
demand "that if the University
is going to give the students no
hours, they should provide at least
one place on campus for them to
go to, ... "
Pray tell, what do you think a
dormitory Is, If It Isn't a "place
to go?"
Must there be other
places provided for students who
want to go Just for the sake of
going?
Look at the dormitory
lounges, the snackrooms filled with
vending machines, even the Individual's bed. (I guess Pm getting tired. We oldsters do that
you know.)
Before I began writing, I felt
that there might be an argument
for keeping the Union open,
although certainly not the one
used by the BG News. Now, I
am not so sure that I haven't
convinced myself that aiv argument would be unworthy of a truly
mature, Intelligent person.
Kathryn A. Farago

Bock team
Campus spirit this season at
football games has been next to
nil. The football team has been
putting out as evidenced by our
record 3-0-1. This game Is our
Homecoming and you can bet that
Kent Is out to spoil It mainly
because we spoiled theirs last
year (7-6).
Kent's student body Is going
to back their team as evidenced
by the fact that their migration
is to B.C. this year. They figure
that they can out-yell us.
It
makes no difference "that Kent
hasn't won a game this year because they've got the student behind them.
This is our Homecoming Game
and let's let our team know that
we're backing them by giving them
vocal support and not just visible
support.
Bromfleld Ad. Council
-

My greatest gift

-mm

s

By ROBERT WEIGL
Student Columnist
Dad: Boy! Have you ever stopped to think how lucky you are? Boy,
I mean to be llvln' In the richest, freest country In the world?
Are you Ust'nen' boy? Why, pretty soon you'll be goln' "over
there," with all 'em other boys, to fight for the interest of your
country.
Yesslr, boy, your ma and Pll miss ya. You know
how your mother Is. Dang woman never had no sense. The
way she keeps carryln' on about that Jansen boy you'd think he
was her own. Anyway, that boy died for his country. And boy,
when you leave tomorrow, remember you're flghtln' for them
women and children and old ladles like gramma Fllene. An'
don't you go causln' no trouble an' carryln' on how you ain't
gonna go and you ain't gonna get killed and you are gonna do your
duty. Oh, I know, that Jensen boy, well he was klnda slow anyway, you know what I mean, I mean, probably he'd a been run
over by a truck or somethin'. Some people's just better off
dead. But boy, just think about Nat Hale. And you remember
the greatest gift you got Is your freedom, and boy, If you got
to die for it, then you got to die for it. 'Sides, If you don't think
so, you can just up and leave this country. Wher'd you go
anyway? What other country could offer you the freedom you're
used to?
Boy: Switzerland, England, Austria,Canada ....
Dad: Awrlght, boy, I don't want no more smart talk outa you. Now
look. Let's part friends, huh. You can write home an' tell your
ma and me how It ain't so bad after all and how you're proud
to be flghtln for your flag and for them poor oppress-ed people
In Vee-ett-Nam. Howsabout it boy.'
Boy: What about my freedom? I'M the one who's dying. So why can't
I believe what I want to?
Dad: You can, boy, you can, sure, go right ahead boy. But If you
don't love America, boy, you better leave It.
Boy: You claim my greatest gift is freedom. I disagree. So what.
Does It matter wnat i wink? No, I get drafted. MY GREATST
GIFT IS LIFE, and If I'm going to die for something, Its got to
be pretty sacred, and no one else Is going to tell me what Is
sacred to me; I'll decide that for myself. And I've decided
there's nothing sacred about dying In Viet Nam!
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more letters
College life
College life Is quite unusual
and It takes a bit of time adJusting to it. One of the main
obstacles In understanding this
"home away from home" Is the
construction of the dormitories.
I've heard of thin walls before,
but when the alarm-clock rings
next door and I jump out of bed,
they are too thin. If I sneeze,
It Is quite surprising to hear
the guy in the next room yell,
"God Bless You."
Another obstacle In understanding dormitory life Is the "food"
that Is served. I don't mind jello,
but between you and me, do you
think BGSU owns some shares
of stock In this product?
Jello for breakfast Is ridiculous,
but not as ridiculous as the choices
for the main dish. Usually there
are three selections to choose
from. You may say that Is fair
enough. I don't call hamburgers,
meat balls, and "chopped steak"
too large a selection.
Many of the teachers here are
unique. I believe in working—
that's why I came here, but thirty
pages of reading a night, and one
report a week, with the teacher
never missing a day. I always
get the healthy ones.
They think we are machines.
We're given Information and It Is
expected to be processed for the
next day. Man, even machines
need recharging.
Bowling Green Isn't even on
most maps because of Its small
size, but have you ever attempted

to walk to town? No, It hasn't
been moved.
The University catalogue should
specify hiking boots for students
who have to go to town or the
Life-Science Building.
I enjoy
hiking In the summer, but after
walking a mile to class, It's a
task keeping my eyes open. We
should receive a credit In gym
Just for going to class.
I really like this place, but
why was It built on a main truck
route? I need my sleep!
Stephen Blanket

Frosh voter
As a concerned member of the
Freshman class I am disturbed
by the number of candidates running for the office of President
of my class. With all due respect to the rights of popular
elections, I feel that an alarming
situation has arisen.
With thirteen candidates, the
winner could possibly be victorious with a sum total of 251 votes
out of the 3,250 eligible voters.
Assuming that not every freshman will vote, the next president
could even win with as little as
150 votes.
As a voter who desires unity
In his class, I respectfully suggest
to any candidate who Is not entirely serious about the office
or who feels he or she could not
devote much of their attention to
this position, to call the Board of
Elections and withdraw.
Edward Zupanclc
315 Compton

All set for Homecoming ?
By FRED ZACKEL
Student Columnist
Charlie Wartwrlnkle Is a good
friend of mine. We've been close
buddies for at least one quarter.
I meet him yesterday outside the
Union, where he was protesting
against the freedoms of speech.
"Charlie, how are you?" I asked.
"Simply fine, simply fine. All
set for Homecoming?"
"When's that?"
"What? Don't you know that
Homecoming Is this weekend?"
"No kidding."
"Honestly. Why, don't you have
a date this year?"
"Why bother?"
"If you don't go to Homecoming . . . then you're not a man.
Everybody has a date for Homecoming. Why, It's the most important event of this year. Everybody has a date for Homecoming.
That's the time you take your special girl out to the football game
and you sit there and watch the
game and all the other people and
It's all so grand!"
"I don't have a special girl."
"Want a blind date? My girl's
sorority sisters need forty guys
for their dates. None of them have
dates. They need them. If they
don't have a date for Homecoming,
they can't be feminine and wear
their specially bought fashions to
the game. It Isn't fair not too ask
one of them. They need It for their
egos."
"What do you do at the game?"
"Look at everybody else there,
wave at your friends."
"What about the football team
on the field?"

"Who cares about them? Seen
one, ya' seen them all. Besides,
you don't expect me to mess up
my new suit, Jumping up and down
whenever anything exciting happens?"
"What's so holy about the
game?"
"Well, you take your date back
to wherever she lives and you go
back wherever you live and then
you get stone drunk and cheer
everything with your fraternity
brothers, then you pick up your
date, take her to a party at a Toledo motel and you both get drunk,
and then you both go home and
sleep It off, her at her place and
you at yours."
"You need a date Just to get
smashed?"
"She's your datel She's your
special girl! Still want me to fix
you up for Homecoming?"
"Hold It. What else do you do?"
"That's about It, but it's fantastically loaded with traditions
and all that good stuff."
"Who sponsors Homecoming?"

"The Alumni Office. They get
together and tell everybody how
the campus should look for all
the old graduates who come down
to campus and who want to see
that the school hasn't changed and
that tradition is still being enforced and that all Is well In the
college of their choice."
"Why does the Alumni Office
run It?"
"They want all the alumni to
give money to the school and make
it a good place for other people
to go to school here. Why should
the alumni see what kind of classrooms we have here, or what
projects the school has for better
education. All the alumni want
to see is the tradition."
"Are you sure about that?"
"Quite sure. Tradition is the
keystone to school improvement.
Think of all the money the school
will get If the football team wins
against Kent State! Then people
will know we got a good school
here."
"Right, Fox!"

The Shack
Live Entertainment
DANCE TO THE
MUSIC OF
"PULL YOUS YOUR OWN TIME"
From 8:00- 1:30
Friday and Saturday

WELCOME ALUMNI!
******** ******.***
**********
*****

THE SHACKS BACK TO 18

TO

Slip

Hniurraitii

HOMECOMING 1968

from
STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE
NEW & USED BOOKS
BGSU SWEATSHIRTS

Best of Lick Falcons
^BeatKent
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Across from Founders
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Create your own look for Homecoming
By MAHY ANN SHUMAN
Staff Writer
Fashions for Homecoming '68
will fature suits and heels for
the women and sports coats and
matching vests with contrasting
pants for the men.
Highlighting salt apparel this

year are the traditional nuby
tweeds, glen plaids, herringbone,
houndstooth and the favored solid
color fabrics. The fabrics Include
velvets to super wide wale corduroy.
The best part of Homecoming
'68 will be the freedom of coord-

'IN' LOOK - The Homecoming '68 look it hero. The now look it
modeled by Dennis Buss, Sandra Li.ke, Poulette Breen, Mory
Ann Shoman and Terry Forver.

*

the stadium and climbing the
bleachers. They range from light
colored leather to different shades
of patents.
Purses are big and functional,
showing lots of side pockets and
zippers.
"No holds are barred tor Homecoming '68, each person should
create his or her own look. You
are free to mix or match traditional with neo-classic," said
Mrs. Stephany Monroe, assistant
manager of The Clothes Rack.
Evening wear tor the dance or
fraternity party should definitely
be cocktail dress.
Dresses tor evening range from
velvet to crepe, so creative! „
and let your personal taste shine
through.
Men, if you're not out on the
field In a fersey and helmet, look
fashion-smart in the stands, wearing a sports coat and a matching
vest with contrasting cuffed pants.
Sports coats are featured In
muted or glen plaid, and the ^»«<<a«

SWING INTO FASHION - Bo in the running with
* '68 Homecoming look as shown from left to

tn

are running to gold, g.-en and
brown. Very few solid-colored
sport coats are being sold," said
Mr. Larry Whte, manager of the
University Shop.
The shirt should be a buttondown collar with a club (solid
background and a design) or a
striped tie.
"Tills season the club ties are
selling two to one to the striped
tie," said Mr. Whte.
Buckled shoes are definitely
"In" for Homecoming '68. Saddle shoes or loafers are also
appropriate for the game.
Chalk pin strip and glen plaid
suits are being shown for evening wear for men.
"Typical dress shoes are the
wing tips. The full wing Is the
latest In dress compared to the
half wing. These are being featured In black, brown, or cordavan," said Mr. White.
So this Is the year to back the
Falcons, and back your own dress
theme.

right by *«•'*»• Breen Dennis Buss and Mory
Ann Shuman. (Photo by Larry Nighswander).

THE SPIRIT OF '72 SEZ

*
*

*

inating your outfit to your taste.
Under your suit you may wear
the traditional button-down collar
shirt set off with a silk printed,
pasley or dot ascot. If the weather
is cool a V-nlck sweater will
add to the look.
If your taste Is more to the
feminine side, shoose a ruffled
blouse In crepe or cotton. This will
take you right Into evening If your
schedule won't permit you to
change outfits. Without your Jacket you will reveal the hottest look
In fashion.
If your choice for your suit Is
a turtleneck sweater you will look
fine In a "merano" or a bulky
knit
A Jumper with matching or complementing Jacket Is also being
featured this season.
To set off your fall '68 look,
add opaque hose and one of the
variety of textured shoes available.
The heavy, square-toed shoes
with stacked heals are practical
tor that Ions walk to and from

*

FROSH "GO NUTS" FOR HOMECOMING

*

*
*

*

* * *

FRIDAY AFTERNOON

***

*** FRIDAY NITE

* * •

*
*

HANGING OF KENT EFFIGY
IN UNION OVAL 4:00
Miss Froth SIMi -- G«M OI Satarday
*

It ther. it 11:45

STARTING AT RODGERS - 7:15
GOES TO STERLING FARM
*

"THE GREATEST RALLY ON EARTH"
Football TMB - Coach Nthlti
Cittrlaadtrs - loifir. Firtworks Display

*

*
*

DON'T FORGET THE GAME SATURDAY!
The "Spirit" Sez

Bowling Green 24 Kent 0
*

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++)
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Welcome Alums

CLOTHES RACK
TRADITIONAL OUTFITTERS OF DISCRIMINATING LADIES

Ji

Tn» CL0T.HES

RA

CK, to better facilitate the needs of Bowling Green's

young college coed, brings you the largest 5Sd USSSt SSl««t,«
ready-to-wear in Northwest Ohio.

in ladies

FEATURING OUTSTANDING LINES SUCK £S:
Bass Weejuns
Villager
Austin - Hill
John Meyer
Lanz
Daveys handbags
Don Sophisticates

?.-v. A > v..v- i

■< .-v- y •<■-v- ■> •■• ^jjiJft^jfjf^JfJfjfJf^JfJi;.$*.v*

Jr. House
Sandier of Boston
Cher berg
Zentall jewelry
Gay Gibson
College Town
Well jewelry
Junior Accent

'••¥••¥

■ y> ^*-+-■'■ +
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Sunny dollars smile
on BG sophomore
By PETE BROMLEY
Staff Writer
"Congratulations. Yon are
a Sunny Dollar Instant Winner:
$2000". These were the al-

most unbelievable words that
Allan Devine, a sophomore In
the College of Education, read
when he casually opened his
Sunoco game envelope.
Devine, a 21-year-old former Army sergeant from Bellefontalne, won the top prize
at a participating dealer In
early June.
"The attendant said my
chances of winning the money
were over a million to one,"
stated Devine. "My emotions
were mixed at the time, but
neither one of us could believe I had Just won."
News of Devine's winnings
reached as far East as New
York, and numerous publicity
and commercials have followed lor him.
Devine still has most of
bis money and plans to spend
It on his education.
Is he still playing the game?
"Yes," replies the happy Devine, adding with a smile:
"and with no luck!"

Allon Devine

Why did Or?Strangelove want

Licate raps apathy
By STAN HARTZELL
Staff Writer
"We don't have a university.
"All I see Is bodies going to
and from classes, not students—
a university Is more than buildings, grass and a few bars here
and there—It should be an educational experience," stated Nick
Licate, student body president In
a discussion at Compton Hall
Wednesday on dormitory autonomy.
"If after four years an Individual hasn't realized his surroundings, he Is but a tape recorder, not a thinking person who
can contribute to society. A university opens minds. It doesn't
close Its doors after you graduate.
"You always have 30 to 60 per
cent of the students who don't care.
It's a 'fact of life'. You need
leaders—someone who will spend
time working for vou."
Licate added, "You can't be
radical—yon must be responsible
to yourself. You have to know
what you want and go through
with It If you want beer on
campus for example, make a concrete statement during an open
hearing."
"Dormitory Administration
councils, Student Council, Action

Line and student forums have all
been devised for the purpose of
voicing your views—people don't
challenge, they accept."
Licate declared, "Strong student government mikes a stable
student body. Riots normally
spawn from a condition where the
students play minor roles and have
no major part in the government."
Commenting on the future, Licate said, "I hope for a vast and
sweeping change next year for the

University's student government.
I would like to see it streamlined
into a smaller unit so it could
work more efficiently. I would
also like to see the Student Council meet with the Board of Trustees."
Closing the discussion Licate
remarked, "I believe my goal as
acting student body president Is
to change the sterile atmosphere
of Bowling Green to a more mature university—I simply want
people to think."

OSU prof to relate
six HPE problems
Dr. Delbert Oberteuffer, professor Emeritus Ohio State University, honorary Doctorate BGSU,
will speak here Tuesday at 11
a.m. In the Grand Ballroom of
the University Union.
Dr. Oberteuffer, who is a well
known writer and lecturer in health
and physical education, will speak
on six of the major problems
confronting teachers in HPE In
today's schools.
A reception will be held In the
Ohio suite of the University Union
from 2-3:30 p.m. for students only.

HALLMARK CARDS
When you care enough
fo send the very best

^SDr.Strangelove
rHwltwweTi Slip WwiNtai'UwTfci jgj
ACofc**uPkh»oRele*je

TUES., WED. & THURS. OCT. 22, 23 8. 24
7:00 & 9:15 P.M.

U. C. F. CENTER

ADMISSION 75*

YOUNG'S
GIFT AND ART SHOP
PHONE 353 2491

When you care enough
to give the very best

GO FALCONS
SMASH THE FLASHES

WELCOME ALUMNI
FROM
"Dona" by

(oriuMgr bloHMoiM

T.O.'s CAMPUS CORNER

As unique as the name "Dona," this
ring features a magnificent center diamond
graced by lour smaiier tuii-cu* diamonds.

Across froB Kohl Hill

Its elegantly set in 18K gold. And when you
select "Dono" by Orange Blossom
you get more thon beauty. You get the

Evtrythlif for Everyday Noodsl

Orange Blossom promise. It assures
you that your diamond's value is a»»"...ranieed
lorever. II later, you d»-'.,
.. ...ode youd like o
.-ond. Orange Blossom will
-exchange it for its full purchase price.
And that's forever. Dana by

SIGMA CHI SEZ:

Orange Blossom: $000.

Welcome Back Alums
m^m

For Homecoming '68

DILL JEWELERS
|||
1

129 S. Mam St

I
Phone 3M-2M2
Bowliag Green, Okie

Free university
concept to start

156 NORTH MAIN STREET

Kappa Delta Pledges

-A.

Dr. Delbert Oberteuffer

KL0BBER KENT!

A new concept in learning at
Bowling Green—the Free University idea—starts next Wednesday
In 122 Library with the topic
"New Left Trends."
The Free University approach
differs mainly In its set up from
regular university classes.
Classes are guided by an instructor but the work is left primarily
to the students. They decide which
direction the course should follow,
what areas will be discussed, etc.
Class attendance Is not required,
no compulsory assignments are
given, no tests, grades or credits
are received.
Although new to universities across the nation, the program has
grown tremendously in popularity,
with nearly all major universities
and many smaller Institutions having programs along the lines of
Free University. Though instructors are not paid for their efforts,
It is generally recommended
strongly by both faculty and administration as a liberalization
in school curricula.
The French Revolution in May
will be the topic at the first meeting. The lecture will be given.be
a .farm** *£££, Hni|«tt, Bob
Heldorfer. Mr. Christian Melet
of the French Department will interpret causes, aspects and consequences of the disturbances.
Dr. Trevor Phillips will attempt to tie the French Student
Revolt to the American campus
scene through parallels and similarities. Free University classes
are open to all interested.

Votoro's Clob waits
■oojbors of »y age
The Veteran's Club Is looking
for new members to carry on the
successful start the club made
when It organized last spring.
About fifty veterans attended
the opening meeting last Thursday. This is only one-sixth of the
enrolled veterans who are eligible
to Join. Faculty members and administrators who are veterans are
eligible for associate membership.
Since freshman veterans are
usually older than the average senior, the members feel that the
club is one of the best ways of
meeting persons of their own age
and interests.
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Looking ahead ..

Homecoming '68

Kent State Lineup

Bowling Green Lineup
No.
Name
Pot.
SE
89 Allen. Rick ._
50 Angelo, Carl
C
69 Ashbridge. Doug
SC
no Ha log. Sieve
„.... DT
_ QT
71 Baitershell. Carl
_ QB
II Bork. Terry
ST
72 Bright. Bob
73 Carslcns. Charles
DT
24 Coletii. Ed .._
_
_TB
FB
21 Comer. Ron
DHB
31 Curlii. Art ,
TB
34 Davidson, Honesler .
DHB
38 Drming. Bill
28 Faulkner. John
WB
DE
87 Ferrell, Vaughn
QC
62 Finley, Dave
MG
61 Creen. Joe
41 Gregory. George
M
TE
86 Hodakievlc. Jim
TE
80 Hogan. Jack
SE
85 lones. Eddie
30 Kelly. Lawrence
S
TE
88 Lawrence, Tom
Lewia,
Sieve
DHB
10
DT
70 Lloyd. Tool
M
37 Machovina, Jerry
DHB
12 Mallarich, Bob
M
40 Marchione. Mike
TB
26 Mathews, Fred
DE
84 May. Charles .
DT
63 McKeruie. Jack
Meador,
Larran
ST
79
WB
23 Meeker. Jim
LB
43 Merlitli. Tom
ST
74 Moore. Dave
TB
29 Murray. Roger
MG
54 Nucklos, Bill
QB
15 Nyilray. P. |
Pallas.
Noel
QG
53
MG
58 Pallo. Mike
QT
76 Pankrali. Walry
S
25 Prrtin. Richard
FB
45 Plalrer, Ed
LB
68 Polak. Dave
_ DT
75 Pollock. Ernie
Rabum,
Brltt
C
52
FB
46 Radich. Charles
SG
65 Roeder. Bill ,
DT
67 Rone. Dave
SG
48 Roycr, Dave
DHB
36 Shepherd. Mike
WB
22 Shinn. Greg
QT
77 Shock lee. Joe
Silva.
Al
_
QG
42
LB
51 Simmons, Bob
Spencer, Bob
SG
fil
DE
82 Siandring. Tom
DE
81 Siychowski. John
SE
20 Travis, Art
QT
78 Urdzik. Dave
_ . DE
83 Villapiano, Phil
LB
39 Von Stein. Mike
C
57 Watson, Larry
QB
13 Wirernan. Vern
WB
27 Zimpfcr. Bob
LB
66 Zolciak, Dennis

NAME

6-4
60
60
6-1
6-0
6-1
6-1
6-0
5-10
6-0
6-0

6-2
62
5-11
5-11
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-0
5-10
5-10
6-4
6-S
6-0
6-2
6-1
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-1
5-9
6-0
6-2
6-1
5-10
5-11
5-11
6-2
6-1
6-0
6-1
6-2
6-0
6-2
5-11
510

215
210
205
200
215
185
225
200
190
195
180
185
190
175
200
205
190
190
210
195
185
175
195
185
235
185
200
180
180
210
215
220
190
190
210
190
195
180
200
200
215
190
200
220
215
215
215
220
220
190
180
185
220
200
190
205
200
195
190
215
195
195
215
175
180

6-1

210

6-2

5-10
5-9
6-1

5-11
5-10
5-10
6-2
6-2
61

5-11
6-2

5-10
8-3
62
6-2
5-11
6-0

M

JKtW, t/'-'i •'"*•

I

64
33

Tickets on sale
Student guest ticket* will be
on sale all week at Memorial
Hall.
The price of the ticket
Is $2.50 and allow* the holders
to alt anywhere la the student
section.
It can only be used
by someone of college student
age or under. It cannot be used
by parents.
It Is Intended for
use by guests who are student's

dates for the day.
$4.00 and $5.00 reserved seat
tickets will be on sale all week.
These seats are located on the
East side of the stadium. There
are $5.00 box seats also available
on the West side.
Coupon books ($3.00) and 50?
game tickets will be on sale.
These can only be purchased and
used by Bowling Green students.
These will not be sold on Saturday.
General admission ($3.00—East
side) will go on sale at the game
Saturday, along with reserved seat
tickets.
......

-

■—

52
87
61
61
.17
3
85
65
21
6
2
73
31
39
50

s

89
17
77
66
18
34
41
35
48
72
29
86
71

78
94
10
76
<8
70
30
26
74
62

po$.

AMBROSE, Richard
QB
ATKINS, Many
QB
AUSTIN, George
T
BAKER, Jack
LB
BENJAMIN, Keith
DE
BOBB, Nelson
G
BOSSELL, Bob
DB
BRADLEY. Dale
HB
BRENNING, Dan
DB
BROWN. Harold
SE
CELLA, Larry
E
CHESTER. Ted
E
CLARK. Greg
DT
CLEMENS. Dave
DB
CLEMENS. Jerry
DB
CODY. Jim
DB
CONSUEGRA, Al
HB
CORRIGALL, Jim
DT
CRABBE. Dave
E
CRESS, Sieve
DB
DENNIS. Craig
SE
DREIER, Frank
LB
EPPRIGHT, Bill
K
FOLUSEWYCH, Bud ...FB
FOXX. Jim
DB
FBANKLIN. Al
DE
GRhii. George
G
HART. Brat
C
HAVERLAND. Ken
DT
HAZEN. Gordon
DE
HOINSKI. Jeff
O
HOUSTON. Roger
G
ISAACS. Doug
LB
JAMES, Tommy
DB
JORDAN. Paul
DE
KAVCAR. John
O
KING, Vern
DB
KING. Wayne
DB
KOVACH. Jim
SE
KUJALA, Mark
DT
LASAGNA, Pat
DB
LEKSEN. Jim
LB
LESKEY. John
LB
LONG. Greg
DB
LUKSIS. Bill
E
McCULLOUGH, Ken ... DB
McKAY, Jim
DT
MICHALIC, Andy
G
MOKROS. Tom
QB
NOTTINGHAM, Don ... FB
PINKERTON. Clark
LB
PINKERTON, John
LB
PLEDGER, Joe
HB
PRICE, Earl
T
RENAUD. Gary
DB
SMITH. Doug
Sb
SOLOMON, Larry
T
THOMAS, Terry
DT
THOMPSON. Ron
DT
TRUSTDORF. Steve ....QB
VITUCCIO, Gary
G
WALLER. Sieve
G
WALTER. Tom
T
WILLIAMS. Jerry
FB
WILSON. Garland
HB
WORTHINGTON. Bob ....T
YOUNG, Jeff
G

MT.

J.||
5-10
6-1
5-10
6-1
6-1
5-8
5-10
6-3
5-11
6-0
6-1
5-10
5-10
5-8
5-8
5-10
6-3
6-1
6-0
6-1
6-4
6-5
5-10
6-2
6-4
6-1
6-2
6-1
64
6-1
6-1
5-10
5-8
6-3
6-2
5-10
6-1
5-g
6-3
5.10
5.10
S-l 1
w>
6-2
5.10
6-1
64)
5.11
vio
5-10
5-11
5.11
6-3
5.9
6-3
6-4
6-2
6-5
5-11
6-0
6-2
6-4
6-1
5-10
6-5
6-2

wr.
175
191
218
201
205
216
162
170
213
173
206
206
220
155
190
180
190
232
199
117
170
208
235
194
185
192
213
220
218
228
228
222
197
154
217
217
187
175
160
248
180
180
215
174
211
185
238
215
190
205
190
200
193
241
168
193
228
211
235
180
225
207
282
213
200
200
246

CUSS
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.
Soph.
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.
Sr.
Soph.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Soph.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Soph.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Soph.
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.
Soph.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
Soph.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Soph.
Ir.
Sr.
Soph.
Jr.
Soph
Jr.
Soph.
Jr.
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Kent's sleeping giants stalk BG
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
When you're 3-0-1 on the season and sporting one of the finest
defensive marks In the nation,
you'd probably snicker at the
thought of playing a grid team,

0-5.
Your smile would probably grow
even wider when you observe that
they bring with them an offense
that Is averaging an anemic six
points a game (2.3 In MAC action).
One person Is not smlllnir thoucrh.

and that Is head coach Don Nehlen,
who holds the Flashes' potential
In high esteem.
"Kent State University has the
best 0-5 team In the nation," he
said recently. Kent which was
blessed with a fine crop of veterans and a returning stingy defense
has somewhat auspiciously gotten
off to a wlnless start even under
the direction of a new head tutor.
Coach Dave Puddlngton moved
Into the head spot hoping for a fine
season, and not without reason.
Ho installed a new offense to off set
the anemic output of the '67 campaign, and brushed up the defense
which offered lettermen at every
position.

OPEN HOLE •- Fred Mathews see* an opening at he loads toward the goal lino against Dayton, at Doyt L. Pony Field.

PASS SITUATION » Quarterback P. J. Nyitray gets good protection from Dave Urdzick (78) as he flings the ball on its way

pMAC - esp:

Cats to skin Miami
By DAVID EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
With three weeks of conference action expired, our sports'
prognosticated have compiled an
enviable record of 11-0. Last
week's BG-TU tie has been thrown
out the window, since we call
every game only In terms of a
winner and loser.
This week's Mlaml-Ohlo U.
game promises to be a "dllly";
the top offensive team In the conference, Ohio U., pitted against
the number one defensive team In
Miami. OU (3-0) has kept the
scoreboard operator busy racking
up the points, with their conference average at 39.7 points, while
Miami (3-0) has reached perfection In shutting out three straight
conference foes.
The game Is at Athens, which
should give the Bobcats a slight
edge.
Although OU shouldn't run over
Miami like they've blasted other
teams this year, they should have
enough to emerge with the win.
"Ohio U. Is the defending champ
and should be tough on their home
ground. Miami definitely has a
tough defense, there's no doubt
about this fact, but they haven't
been meeting teams with the caliber of offense that Ohio University possesses," said Denny White,
assistant sports editor.
"Look for OU's sparkling offense to eat up enough points
to give the Redskins a bad taste
of medicine," added White.
Look for OHK> UNIVERSITY to
find themselves all alone In the
MAC'S top spot.
Toledo found themselves stunned
last week when their dynamite
offense looked like a fizzled firecracker before the Bowling Green
defense.
Sophomore quarterback, Steve
Jones, plagued by fumbles and
broken plays, seemed flustered
with the lack of success the TU
charger* enjoyed under his direction.

Look for TOLEDO to Jell again
this week, though, but It could bo
a close one. Western, Just off
a win over Kent State, has Improved lately and will be looking
to hit TU while the Rockets are
still down In the dumps from last
week.
Marshall's Thundering Herd,
would you believe one tlp-toelng
horse, hasn't enjoyed very much
success In football In recent years,
and the outlook doesn't look much
better when Louisville visits Marshall University.
Marshall had a disastrous 0-10
record last year, Including
a
43-7 pasting by Louisville. This
season, Marshall has only a tie
with Morehead to show for five
games.
There's very little to
boost the Herd's morale, as they've
given up 43 points per game In
the MAC, while scoring 6.7 points
themselves.
LOUSTVILLE will
down the helpless Thundering
Herd.
Bowling Green's main problem.
In the homecoming game this week
with Kent, could be looking toward
the upcoming games with Miami
and Ohio U. The Flashes haven't
excited many people this year,
with an 0-5 chart overall, 0-3
In the MAC, and could easily bo
overlooked.
The Falcons were frustrated;
offensively In the scoreless tie
with Toledo, but the defense played
Its normal, fine, polished game.
If BG breaks over the goal lino,
It could be over, because compared to TU, Kent carries a powder-puff offense, averaging only
2.3 points In conference play.
Before the season started, the
Falcons weren't figured to be In
the MAC picture, but a win Saturday would put them In the second spot In the conference, behind
the winner of the OU-Mlaml game.
If BG can find any of the kind
of punch that they display In the
Ball State game, Kent could be In
for a very long afternoon.

So far that offense has been unable to unwind behind youngster
Steve Trustdorf (QB) and the defense has severely sagged.
This still doesn't matter to Don
Nehlen.
Kent squads which bore their
share of troubles In the last two
campaigns have proven to be stiff
competition for the Falcons. Last
year the Falcons eeked out a
7-6 win over the Kent crew, but
found themselves on the short end
of a 35-12 count the last time the
Flashes helped the Falcons celebrate their homecoming.
Over the years the Falcons have
managed only a 5-5-1 ledger In
homecoming clashes with Kent.
Seven veterans are slated to
start for the Flashes on offense
and they all have much to offer In
the size and weight department.
Tod Chester (205) will work at
left end and Bill Luksls (210) at
right end. The Falcon secondary
will not only have the pass to guard
against, but the running of these
hefty receivers once they have
the ball.

Nelson Bobb (215) works at
guard, John Kavcar (215) at center and Earl Price (240) at right
tackle to round out a heavy Kent
line.
Trustdorf wiio has passed for
51 completions In 101 attempts,
has also seen 10 of his tosses
picked off. The completions went
for 661 yards and one touchdown.
The Kent ground attack has been
able to grind out only 29 yards
rushing In their last two games.
Their vaunted ground attack was
held to six yards by the Miami
Redskins.
The only letterman In the backfield besides the quarterback Is
Garland Wilson at halfback, but
his efforts have been overshadowed by those of sophomore Don
Nottingham who has rushed for
339 yards and a 4.8 average.
Somewhere along the line though
the Flashes have been unable to
piece together the potentially fine
material. They've yet to establish a consistent game or to master the myriad of plays that coach
Puddlngton has Integrated Into
their offense. Who knows what
they will do If the day ever comas
along.
Don Nehlen of course hopes that
they don't choose Saturday to start.
Jim Corrlgal (232) anchors the
Kent defense which thus far has
been ripped for 1078 yards on the
ground and 758 through the air
lanes. Corrlgal an All-MAC selection last season has been able
to do little to bring solidarity to
the defensive unit of the Flashes.
Veterans abound on defense and
sizeable ones too such as Gordon
Hazen, 225 pound right end or
Terry Thomas. 230 pound right
tackle. But all the size, talent,
Mid potential has not provided the
Flashes with a strong defensive
effort this season.

Don Nehlen again hopes that
they don't choose this Saturday to
start.
Not that he expects them to
move into Doyt Perry stadium
and demolish his Falcons, but
rather that they might move In
this Saturday with their best effort \ yet against a Falcons squad
riddled heavily by Injuries.
Injuries or no lnjurles.the Falcons will stlil provide their best
efforts possible.

Nyitray takes to the air again
(Photos by Larry Nighswander)

Nifty nabber Jones, team man
by DAVE EGBERT
Assistant Sports Editor
A Spaldlng pigskin Is sent splrallng through crisp, autumn air,
downfleld, toward a lone brown and
ejSSSk*
colored Jersey, where it
ot
.uievishly snatched by a pair of
quick agile hands. A roar explodes
from an enthusiastic crowd, while
the public address announcer exclaims, "Pass complete to number
85, Eddie Jones."
Like a plnch-hltter in baseball,
football's field goal kicker, or a
hockey goalie, Jones Is depended
upon for one certain deed; catching a football.
He's a specialist, and a darn
good one. When the ball hits his
fingers, It sticks like Elmer's glue.
"He's what the coaching profession calls a winner," said coach
Don Nehlen. "Eddie will do any-

thing that you ask; he's a real
first-class guy," added Net Jen,
who previously tutored Jones during 1964 at Canton McKlnley. McKlnley finished the season with a
record of 9-1 and was rated second
In the state polls.
Jones, who has rewritten most
of Bowling Green's pass records,
has the brand of talent that coaches
dream about
He isn't big, as football players
go, but he enjoys an overdosage of
desire, sprinkled over his 6-1,
180 pound frame.
"Eddie's biggest attribute Is his
attitude; he's got lots of heart,"
commented Nehlen. "I can only
wish that he had a little better speed
and size, but then, I wish that about
everyone on the squad," said Nehlen.

TOUGH BIRD -- Eddie jon«», one ot the top ends in BG history,
fights off a Bronco from Western Michigan, as he drives for extra
yardage.

As a sophomore, Jones set MidAmerican Conference records with
32 receptions and 441 yards In pass
receiving, during the season. A
regular for three years, Jones
has corraled the ball 79 times for
1042 yards.
Jones, who catches the ball with
the sureness of a Willie Mays,
would welcome a shot at the pros,
If he gets called In the college
draft.
"Eddie's biggest handicap wJU
be size. He has the talent that
the pros want. He catches the ball
well and he runs good patterns,"
said coach Nehlen.
Jones believes that any top end
must have good hands, but perhaps
more Important, he must have good
moves. "If you can't get open,
then It doesn't matter how good a
pair of hands you have," he said.
Getting open, though, has been experienced with regularity by Jones;
so much so, that he finds himself
double-teamed In many situations.
"That makes me mad," said
Jones, chuckling slightly, "but It
should leave another receiver or
a running play open."
With Jones having so many fine
games, It's hard to put your finger
on the best one, but as far as
thrills go, he describes his most
exciting contest as last year's
Ohio University game, when he
caught his eleventh pass to set a
MAC record for receptions in
one game.
He considers himself to have
played a good game, If he catches
the ball well and has a top day
blocking. For Eddie Jones, this
statement may mean catching
everything but the man on the
moon.
"There have been games where
Pre missed the first pass thrown
to me and then caught seven or
eight in a row.
You want to
catch them all, though, but It's
tough to do," said the dark-haired
spill end.
When asked If he feels extra
pressure exerted upon his shoulders because of the reputation that
he carries, he said, "Not especially, except that I don't want to
let the team down."
Team is the key word here to
Jones, simply because Eddie Jones
Is a team player.
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Falcon soccer squad
hosts Flashes today
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
Both the Kent State football and
soccer teams roll Into Bowling
Green this weekend with losing
records, but both are highly respected by Falcon coaches.
This will be the first of four
straight home eoccj encounters
tor the Falcons and will begin
at 3:30 on the field behind the
ice arena. There will also be a
freshman match scheduled with
the Flash frosh booters on an adjacent field.
The Kent State soccer squad
Is only 3-4 on the season, but
features basically the same team
that compiled a 5-4 OCSA ledger
last season, and a 5-5 overall
mark.
The Flashes have been outscored
12-14 In overall competition, but
have riddled three OCSA opponents
for eight of those goals against
only one. Kent toppled Miami 2-0,
Ohio University 2-0, and drubbed
Ohio State University 4-1.
Only Dayton and Oberlln have
been able to touch the Flashes In
OCSA competition, by 4-0 and
2-0 margins respectively.
"They have great skill and no
weak spots," said Falcon head
coach Mickey Cochrane.
The visitors will feature a veteran line with the likes of Dalle
Van Patten, Bill Swetttenham, and
Dave Meeson. VanPatten Is no
stranger to the Falcons whom he
ripped for five goals In a 6-1
Kent rout last season. The speedy
booter has four goals on the season.
Swettenham Is close behind with
three goals and a pair of assists.
Meeson who operates at the right
wing spot Is the sleeper according to Cochrane. He's the one that
will strike when you commit
strongly on the others.

We/come
Alumni

"We'll really have to be ready
defensively," said
the coach,
"we'll use a zone against them
while using a fulcrum (Involving
a deep back) to shut off the speedy
VanPatten."
Kent State has a new goalie this
season In Nick Dlgrlro, but he Is
aided greatly by a set of talented
defensive backs. Jeff Junlcan, Leo
Longo, Paul Glersch are aU lettermen in the Flashes ' defense.
Halfback Tom Goehrlng, another veteran, gives the visitors extra strength on both offense and
defense.
Kent State tops the MAC standings among conference schools
Involved In the OCSA with a 2-0
mark, and the Falcons are close
on their heels with a perfect 1-0
mark. They will battle for the
top spot In the Falcon soccer
homecoming this Friday afternoon.
The contest promises to be a
good battle. The Falcons are 3-2
on the season and could pad their
chances for a winning season with
a victory here.
"We had good workouts most of
this week," said Cochrane, "but
we'U really have to hustle and play
a solid game to win."
Bowling Green played a very
aggressive brand of soccer In
their battle with Ball State last
Saturday, and while they were
charged with 19 fouls, their aggressiveness took its toll on the
Cardinals.
Kent will provide a stern tost
for the Falcons, but victory Is attainable. Already the Falcons have
surpassd last season's win total
of two games (2-7-1).
Unofficial MAC Soccer Standings
W L
Kent State
2 0
Bowling Green
1 0
Ohio University
2 1
Toledo
0 1
Miami
0 3

BG defender anticipates well
By GARY DAVIS
Sports Editor
There have been noticeable improvements In the Bowling Green
soccer teams' defense this season, and Mike Golaen, a senior
from Connecticut has played a
large role there.
Mike is one of three new faces
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Mik. Golden

among the defensive backs and
has joined with Pete Farrell and
Dave Sutherland to offer a degree
of stability and consistency unknown to the '67 squad that went
2-7-1.
Golden was removed from the
halfbacks ranks at his own suggestion and converted by coach
Mickey Cochrane to a fullback.
He Is not especially fast, but the
diminutive booter seems to have
mis knack for being In the right
spot
"He has a tremendous sense of
anticipation," said Cochrane, "he
always seems to know what Is going
to happen next."
Golden himself echoed this same
thought ,"I guess I just have this
knack for knowing where the ball
Is going to go," he confessed modestly. "If I can get one extra
step on a guy by anticipating, i can
really lay Into it good,"
Although short, he feels this
doesn't make him defenseless. "I
have a low center of gravity and
don't budge easUy," he said.
Mike was not recruited for soccer at Bowling Green, and this
wasn't even his first choice but
Just by coming here he got
interested In the program.
"1 knew it was a building program and I wanted to be a part
of It," said Golden.
He was a member of Bowling
Green's first freshman squad,
when soccer became a varsity
sport that year. The faces on this
'68 squad are very familiar, many
are remlnants of that '64 team.
In four years everything didn't
go easily though.
After playing wing, Inside and
halfback In his freshman year,
Mike was forced to sit out his
sophomore campaign with a knee
injury. He returned to the sport
as a junior and moved through the
season with heavily taped knees,
but nevertheless operated at halfback and on a few occasions at
fullback.
"Mike has ben one of our
most consistent players on the
squad," said Mickey Cochrane,
"He Is always thinking and ready

to play."
"He has a good foot on defense, but his accuracy Is his best
future." added the coach
"It's hard to tell," said Mike
of his own improvement, "but
I know I have just by the type of
ball I've been planning" i used to
be a kick and run player but now
I'm concentrating on the short pass
and Improved tackling."
This Improvement is necessary
If the small guy in soccer is to
overcome the bigger booters.
Defense is quite often the least
recognized position, the spot for
unsung heroes, but Mike likes
playing defense. <I liked the challenge, being able to stop an offense," he said.
"We are working well together,"
he said of his cohorts Farrell
and Sutherland, and "this was not
a part of our game last year."
"In fact this team doesn't compare much with last years In attitude, it's a lot better this year.
Our skill level hasn't Improved
tremendously, but the guys are
working the baU better and controlling it"
While In high school (Staples)
Mike was a member of a state
Championship team. While a freshman he was a mem\>er of an
undefeated team that averaged about seven goals a game.
"I Just want to go out with a
winning record," he said about
a varsity that is currendy 3-2
and on the verge of compiling that
winning record.

HAPPINESS
ISA
PHIMU
PLEDGE!!

'69 Camaro SS Sport Coupe, plus RS equipment

To
Homecoming

MA*

w lacmtNCt

1968
GOOD LUCK
FALCONS

UNIVERSITY
JEWELERS
TRADITIONAL

Keepsak
EOOING RINGS

SUPERIOR
LADY'S $29.75 MAN S 35

LADY'S $39 75 MANS 39 75

Ask the kid who owns one.

World Famous Quality
your initials and date
engraved FREE.

oers

to

125 N. Main St.

Some people have a hard time
communicating with youth.
Not us.
We just bring on the 1969
Camaro, then tell it like it is.
It is: Restyled inside and out
with a new grille, new bumpers,
new parking lights, new instrument panel, new steering wheel,
new striping, and new colors

including Hugger Orange, which
is wild.
It is: Full of new features
including bigger outlets for the
Astro Ventilation, a 210-hp standard V8, and a lock for the steering
column, ignition and transmission
lever.
It is: Available with a little
device that automatically washes

your headlights when you hold the
windshield washer button in.
It is: Still wider and weightier
than the rival sportster we're too
polite to name.
You should drive a 1969 Camaro
at your Chevrolet dealer's the
first chance you get.
Even if you're 42.
Putting you first, keeps us first.
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Harriers geared for Seagren Grabs Gold Medal
quadrangular baffle
By DENNY WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor
About a month ago, the following
statements appeared In the 1968
outlook tor Bowline Green's cross
country squad released by toe
Sports Information Director.
"Despite the loss of four seniors
veterans, the Bowling Green State
University cross country team
moves into the 1968 season with
considerable optimism. Coach Mel
Brodt has five letter men returning,
plus a fine crop up from last year's
freshman squad."
Heading into their fifth meet
tomorrow, Brodt has had the services of only "two" lettermen,
captain Paul Talklngton and Nate
Pantllat, but the "fine crop" of
freshmen have run well enough to
keep them bobbing above the .500
mark.
Based on previous meetings this
season, the Falcons' winning record Is In Jeopardy with the University of Michigan, Kent State,
and Toledo invading our flat terrain for a quadrangular meet at
11 a,m. tomorrow In the vicinity
of the golf course.
A week' ago In the Notre Dame
Invitational, B.G. finished 11th,
Michigan placed third and Kent
State sixth. The Rocket harriers
beat Wayne State last week more _

convincingly than the Falcons d c
In their opening meet.
The Golden Flashes' Ed Norrls
(3rd) and Tom Coolldge (7 th) outran Brodt's number one and two
men respectively, Sid Sink (5th),
and Talklngton (8th) at Notre Dame.
Bowling Green's other runners
competing tomorrow will be Pantllat, Harry Ausderan, Cliff Kotnlk, and Rich Zawack. Pantllat
has moved Into the third spot
with steady Improvement since the
season opened tour weeks ago.
Sophomore Cliff Kotnlk Improved his five- mile time In the
Notre Dame meet, and another
first-year varsity harrier, Harry
Ausderan, Is due to break a slump
In which he has dropped from
#3 man to #5 man.
Sink, who rewrote the freshman
record books last year, has picked
up where he left off breaking two
course records and the BG five
mile record twice.
The 6 foot - 145 pounder from
Manchester, Connecticut Is the
first to admit that Talklngton's
presence has been a major factor
In his success. Sink said recently
that his senior teammate probably
would be pushing him more and
more as the season progresses,
because the veteran had not
reached his top physical condition
yet.

GOOD LUCK FALCONS
ON
HOMECOMING 1968
AFTER THE GAME STOP BY

Dorseys Drugs
Next To Railroad

WELCOME
B.G. - D.G. ALUMS
OPEN HOUSE
4-6 PM SATURDAY
AT D.G HOUSE
We're 42 Strong
And We're Lovin'
Our New Home!
THE NEW

Bob Seagren and Tommle Smith
won gold medals tor the United
States, Wednesday, with dramatic
efforts.
Smith, who was almost scratched
from the 200-meter dash because
of an injured leg muscle, ran Just
the same, and with his powerful
legs churning, stormed to a win
In 19.8 seconds. Smith's effort
broke bis own listed world record
of 20 seconds.
Seagren, played a hunch to victory In the pole vault competition,
that lasted 7 1/2 hours.
With the height of the bar rising,
Seagren decided to pass at 17

feet, six and three-quarters Inches.
As It turned out, this bit
of strategy made him the winner.
He and two other vaulters had
cleared the same height, but Seagren received the gold medal because of fewer misses. Seagren's
vault was an Olympic record.
The United states basketball
team rode to victory behind the
24 points of St. Louis' JoJo White.
Yugoslavia was the victim of the
American's fourth consecutive triumph, 73-58. The United States
plays Panama Friday after a day
off today.
George Young, a school teacher

Basketballers open practice
Bowling Green State University
opened Its 1968 - 69 basketball
drills Tuesday, October 15, with
only one starter, guard Dick Rodger s, back from last year's squad
that claimed the Mid-American
Conference title.
New coach Bob Conlbear has
seven lettermen returning from
last season's team that posted
an 18-7 overall record and won the
MAC crown with a 10-2 mark.
However, as a unit, the veterans
averaged just 17.0 points an outing.
The loss of five out of six
of last year's top players, leaves
Conlbear with plenty of problems.
Conlbear, one of Bowling Green's
assistant coaches for the past four
years, takes over for Bill Fitch,
who led the Falcons to the MAC
title then accepted the head coaching position at the University of
Minnesota.
Looking ahead to the season,
Conlbear said, "we will very definitely lack size but we will try
to make up for this with aggressiveness and all out hustle within <
a disciplined attack.
"Our biggest problem will be
rebounding so we must have help
from centers John Heft and Jim
Connally plus forward Mark Hoffman and Junior college transfers,
Garland Stallworth and Dan McLemore.
"It Is certain that we will make
extensive use of our bench and
that all the members of this year'a
team will see action. I can see
the possible use of two different
units, one built for speed and a
second one with fair size and a
definite offensive patterned
attack."
Heading Into the drills,Conlbear's veteran players are: guard
Dick Rudgers, Heft, Hoffman,
guard Sid Rodeheffer, guard Dennis Cavanaugh, guard Mark Hennessey and forward Adrian Zuber.
Rudgers, this year's Bowling
Green captain, Is the only returning starter. Last season, he
appeared In all 25 BGSU contests
and averaged 10.5 points a game.
Conlbear figures to depend heavily on his Junior college material
as well as several sophomores

up from the 1967-68 freshman
squad. Connally, who stands 6-8,
guard Rick Walker, 6—3, and torward Bob Hill, 6-4, figure to supply
most of the help from the freshman squad.
Connally averaged 14.3 points a
game last year while connecting
on .612 of his field goal attempts.
He also took off 14.6 rebounds
an outing. Walker had a 13.1 average and Hill came through with
an 18.4 mark to lead the freshman team In scoring.
McLemore comes to Bowling
Green from Port Huron Junior
CoUege while Stallworth played at
tola JC. Both forwards are 6-5.

Dick Reader*

SPECIAL! ALL M0N RECORDS
$157 EACH -- 2 FOR $3.00
MOM So.i.tricks
$3.00 EACH -• 2 FOR $5.00

ALPHA XI DELTA PLEDGES

Bigelow Music Shoppe
EVERYTHING MUSICAL
125 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, O.

Qfte griffen Jfnn

from Case Grande Arlxona.eamed
a bronze medal In the steeplechase while the United States could
finish only fourth In middleweight
welghtllfUng.
Heavyweight boxer, George
Foreman of Houston won his first
fight of the Olympic competition,
while the U.S. also had a man
advance to the top eight in individual saber fencing for the first
time In Olympic history.

\ Frosh at TU
The Bowling Green freshHUB football team will be try- j
I ing tor victory number one:
against the Toledo University
freshmen tonight at 7:30 p.m.
The game will be played at
T.U.
Toledo's freshman team Is
2-0 for the season, having defeated Wayne State 66-0 and
Western Michigan 28-2L

New gridiron
foes lined
up for 1969
Bowling Green State University
has completed Its football schedules for the next four years, and
among the teams lined up are several new faces.
Next year the Falcons will be
playing one of their strongest schedules in several seasons, opening
the campaign at home against Utah
State. State is currently about
ninth among Independent schools
In the nation. Another new face
will be West Texas.
The Falcons will travel to Texas
tor that game, but will host West
Texas In 1970. Northern Illinois
and Dayton will provide the remainder of the BG Independent
competition.
Northern will be dropped from
the schedule In 1970 and Southern
Illinois will fill the spot. The
Falcons will travel to Utah for
their opener, and host Texas later
In the season.
Come 1971, the Falcons will open
the season against MAC toe Ohio
University and then host East Carolina of the Southern Conference.
Xavler will appear on the schedule
again, and the University of Texas
(Arlington) will host the Falcons
In another first.
To complete the tour year planning, the 1972 campaign features
Buffalo, who figures to be a major
grid power In the east.
Virginia Military Institute
(VMQ, Southern Mississippi, Iowa
State and the University of Idaho
will be on future schedules.
All of Bowling Green's new opponents have been signed to at
least two year contracts, so each
will make an appearance In Doyt
L. Perry stadium.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

20
27
4
11
18
25
1
8
15
22

1969 Schedule
UTAH STATE
at Dayton
WESTERN MICHIGAN
TOLEDO
at Kant State
MIAMI
at Marshall
at Ohio University
at West Texas
NORTHERN ILLINOIS

•

NOW! FRIDAY AFTERNOON PRICES DAILY

1:00 pm- 7.00

Free Popcorn
SPECIAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR FRATERNITY AND SORORITY TEAS

'Come in and catch a brew
before dinner!9
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Engineering and Science at IBM

"You're treated
like a professional
right from the start:

m

"The attitude here is, it you're good enough to be
hired, you're good enough to be turned loose on a
project," says Don Feistamel.

I

Don earned a B.S.E.E. in 1965. Today, he's an
Associate Engineer in systems design and evaiua
tion at IBM. Most of his work consists of determining modifications neede d to make complex
data processing systems fit the specialized
requirements of IBM customers.

i

siv

Depending on the size of the project, Don
works individually or in a small team. He's
now working with three other engineers on
part of an air traffic control system that will
process radar information by computer.
Says Don: There are only general guidelines. The assignment is simply to come
up with the optimum system."

m
•:•■.■

Set your own pace
Recently he wrote a simulation program that
enables an IBM computer to predict the performance of a data processing system that wi
track satellites. He handled that project himself. "Nobody stands over my shoulder," Don
says. "I pretty much set my own pace."
Don's informal working environment is typical of Engineering and Science at IBM. No
matter how large the project, we break it
down into units small enough to be handled
by one person or a few people.
Don sees a lot of possibilities for the future.
He says, "My job requires that I keep up to
date with all the latest IBM equipment and
systems programs. With that broad an outlook,
I can move into almost any technical area at
IBM—development, manufacturing, product
test, space and defense projects, programming
or marketing."
383
■

Visit your placement office
Sign up at your placement office for an interview witt !§M. Or send
a letter or resume to
Irv Pfeiffer, IBM,
Dept.C, 100 South
Wacker Drive, Chicago,
Illinois 60606.

v.v
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An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Gone with the draft

What motivates SDS
Counselor explains draft options explained by panelists

Five alternatives to the man of
draft age were explained by Joseph Tuchlnsky, midwest secretary of the Committee for Draft
Counseling, last Wednesday.
Serving In the armed forces as
a volunteer, draftee, active or
reserve Is the first alternative
available for men 18-36.
In the second possibility a man
can qualify for draft exemption
until his twenty-sixth birthday. "It
used to be that the more educated
man found ways of keeping out of
the draft, but this Is no longer
true." Tuchlnsky said.
The third method is to apply for
conscientious objector status. A
person In this class can put In
two years of service in a noncombat area, such as a medical
or social work under the government auspices.
The fourth possibility Is to leave
the United States and give up
American citizenship. "A draft
exile probably would never be
able to return to the United States
even as a visitor, without being
subjected to arrest," Tuchlnsky
stated.
The last possibility Is to refuse
to be inducted. This will lead
to a Jail sentence and probably
a prison term.
The recuring question of the
night was, "what channels are
open to the conscientious objector?" "First, he must propose
suitable work to the draft board,"
Tuchlnsky answered. "Usually, the
draft board tries to get the objector to work away from his
home. The Job he accepts must
be in the public interest, such as
with mental Institutions or convalescent homes. Forestry, Vista
and health research projects also
are approved."
"Is the deferment available for

Final program
of UCF series
set for Sunday
Sunday at 6 p.m. the United
Christian Fellowship will hold its
third of three programs consisting of three presentations given by
prominent people concerning contemporary Issues and problems.
One presentation will by "Theology of Hope" to be given by Mrs.
Eugene Kiel, a graduate of Union
Theological Seminary where she
received her B.D. (Bachelor of
Divinity). Mrs. Kiel Is the wife
of the associate director of the
UCF.
"Democrats Face The Issues"
will be another topic to be discussed by Dr. Charles Barrell,
a professor of Political Science
at BG, and Mr. Larry Eberhardt
a graduate student In political
science.
Sister Mary Gene vie ve will discuss "The Message. The Media,
The Word." She is a graduate
of the University of Notre Dame
where she received her B.A. In
Fine Arts In 1956. Sister Mary
Genevieve is an artist who designed and made a presidential
award In "Silver and Ebony" In
19S7. Pope Paul VI commissioned
her to design mass cards for the
Vatican. She Is presently a teacher at McAulay High School In Toledo.
There will be a fellowship meal
served at S p.m. preceding the
program. The cost of the meal
is 40 cents.

Tests scieneled
The First Federal Service
Entrance Exam and the Management Intern Test will be
held Oct. 26, in 210 Hayes.
All Interested people must
register prior to the testing
date at the Placement Office
In 360 Student Services Building.

the undergraduate?"
In replying Tuchlnsky explained,
"You can have a 2-S deferment
as long as you are under 24
years of age and supply your local
draft board with information stating that you are a full-time student.
"You cannot keep 2-S status
after your twenty-fourth birthday
or after you graduate from college. One other deferment offered
to the undergraduate Is the 1-SC
form."

This form applies to a student
who receives his induction papers
while he Is still enrolled fulltime. The Induction order will
be cancelled for one year. When
that year Is up, a student is classified 1-A. The 1-SC classification is a one-time deferment.
"If you want to apply for conscientious objector status, you
must be patient but firm with your
local draft board. You must treat
the members of the board as human beings," Tuchlnsky.

We Have Bugs In
Our Showroom
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR
VOLKSWAGEN NEEDS!

LOU LARICHE , INC.
920 Plaza at Route 224 East
Flndlay, Ohio
TELEPHONE 422-6424
WE OFFER EVENING SALES4 SERVICE - MONDAV
AND THURSDAY TIL 9 P.M.

Anderson Hall's "Insight '68"
speaker's program featured six
members of the local Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS)
chapter In its first session of
the year Wednesday night.
Scott Kutlna, Kathy Skerl,
Georgette Hoffman, Mike Saba, Al
Hamilton and Steve Llpsom fielded
questions for more than two hours
before a crowd of some 100 people.
The discussion opened with a
definition of SDS by Miss Skerl,
who said the society tries to make
people more aware of society's
NOW thru Tuesday Oct. 22

faults.
"Students," she said, "have the
right to make decisions that effect them." She also said that
Its up to the student to decide
whether he wants no-hours, open
houses or beer on campus."
Members of the panel agreed
that the administration should not
control the student socially. But
they also agreed that the student
should have some voice In what
courses he takes, more specifically in his course outline.

HBUBBB

Evening* at 7:20, 9:30 - Sat. & Sun. Mat. at 2:10, 3:50, 5:20

JIM
BROWN

DIAHANN
CARROLL

JULIE
HARRIS
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Birth control up to each couple
By PAULA DEGEK
Staff Writer
(Edltor's Note: This story, the
third In a series on birth control,
explains the opinions of Catholic
students.)

Blrth

control, one of the most
controversial subjects lntheCathollc
Church today, Is an Issue on
whlcn manv
Catholic students are
^^
outspoken.
Most ot
these students believe
that each Individual couple has the

f#e#riffen 3nn
FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES - TAKE A
BREAK FROM FLOAT DECORATING
FRIDAY NIGHT
NO COVER FROM 10:30 - 1:00
WELCOME BACK
ALUMNI
FROM

EARLS

right to decide for themselves If
they should or should not use any
means of birth control.
"It's up to each married couple," said Aggie Zola, junior In
the College of Education. "I've
no right to Judge as to the moral
right or wrong on other people's
use of artificial hlrth control."
Students disagree with Pope
Many Catholic students also
agree that the Pope should not
have issued his ban on birth control.
"The birth control ban is a
stimulus for a large number of individuals to fall away from the
Church," said Brent Cody, freshman in the College of Business
Administration.
"If this Pope doesn't change his
mind, the next one will," he added.
Cody, who disagrees with the
Pope's stand on birth control said
of the Church: "Catholicism is
not good but It's the best I know."
Jim Lane, Junior In the College
of Education, said that the Pope's
ban on birth control was not made
to be Infallible. "The ban was
set up as an ideal which Is realistic for the Church but not realistic for the world," he said.
"The effects of the ban make
me more conscious of the fact
that there Is division within the
Church and that the Church has a
long way to go to modernize itself," said Lane.
Income determines family
Many stuaents mentioned that
the income of a family should determine the number of children
that a couple should have. Thomas
F. Hacnlk, senior in the College
of Business Administration, expressed this opinion In the following manner.
"Human life Is the most sacred
thing there is. If you bring human
life Into the world, It should be
cherished aird you should be able
to provide for It adequately.
"It would be worse to be stuck
with a child you don't really want
than to prevent it in the first
place."
Jim Camalgla, Junior In the
College of Business Administration, thinks that the economic stability of a husband and wife Is the
number one factor In determining
the size of a family.
"I want my children to have a

good opportunity to survive. Competition will be rough, especially
In college," he said.
He believes that the concept of
a family has changed.
"The Bible says, 'Go forth and
multiply,' but no longer do we
need large families to work on
the farm or to Increase the population," he said.
But his belief In Catholicism
has not been altered by his belief
In birth control.
"Not practicing birth control
does not make someone a good
Catholic either," he said.
The feeling of economic security before having children was
also the feeling of Barbara Stakich, sophomore In the College of
Education.
"I'd like to feel that when I get
married, I will be financially able
to bear the responsibility of having children.
"H not financially or emotionally
able," she said, "I will use birth
control,"
Mother s health is concerned I
The health of the woman is another reason that some students
plan to practice methods of birth
control.
Because of her health and a history of bad pregnancies in her
family, Marilyn Wlsner. senior
in the College of Education, said
that, "1*11 literally be nine months

THINK

In bed when I'm pregnant; therefore, I can't afford to get pregnant out of the clear blue sky."
She denounced the rhythm
method, a means of birth control
based upon sexual abstinence during the woman's estimated monthly
period of fertility and the only accepted means by the Pope for the
prevention of pregnancy.
"A Catholic doctor told me that
the rhythm Is terribly unreliable," said Marilyn, "and besides It's mentally frustrating on
both the husband and wife."
Although Marilyn plans on giving
up the Catholic religion In favor
of becoming Lutheran after her
marriage in December, the birth
control issue was not her main
reason for the change.
"A person does not have to be
Catholic to obtain God; he has to
be good no matter what religion
he is."
basic beliefs unchanged

Even if some Catholic students
plan on using artificial means of
birth control after marriage, their
basic belief on Catholocism hasn't
changed.
"I'm separating my belief In
birth control completely from my
religious beliefs in Catholicism,"
said Patricia Scopelllte, Junior
In the College of Education,
"therefore, I don't feel that I'm
leas of a Catholic."
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THINK
-- What else would a machine like this do? As another
member of the infallable electronic age, it's "thinking" abilities are far superior to those of humans. After all, machines
can make mistakes . . . misteakes. . . misteaks. . . mis. . .

Council's Action Line
sets service policies

Playtexinvents the first-day tampon
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it's softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.
Because it's different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!
—_
^
.

I****
^ playfex!
Why live in the past?
<ttdat&> tampons

OCT.19TH
University
Bookstore

By DAVE WINNEY
Staff Writer
"There hasn't been what you
could call a flood of phone calls
as yet, but the project Is coming
along well. We feel student response is bound to pick up," said
Student Body President Nick Llcate
about the newly originated Action
Line.
Action Line consists of class
representatives answering questIons and checking out student prob-

CLOCK
PANCAKE HOUSE
* CHAR-BROILED STEAKS & CHOPS
* FULL COURSE FAMILY DIHNERS
* BREAKFAST IH ANY COMBINATION
A VARIETY OF PANCAKES & WAFFLES

OPEN SUNDAY:
BRING YOUR PARENTS

412 EAST WOOSTER PHONE 352-6332
j

lems. The hours are from 3:005:00, dally, and the representatives
may be reached by phoning extension 3284 at the Student Services Building. A student may also
bring In a question or a complaint
to the Vice -President's office
In room 416 of the Student Services Building at the same hours.
The Action Line project has
recently been broken up Into three
commissions. The Academics Reference Commission will deal with
complaints about professors and
questions In that area. If the problem Is pressing, results can be
expected within 24 hours. The representative will either go directly
to the professor or to the department head. A record of complaints
will also be kept.
The Student Assistance Commission will deal directly with
dormitory problems. The representative again will go directly to
the source of the problem and speak
with the appropriate administrators and attempt to work out a
solution, hopefully within 24 hours.
Finally, the Student Government
Information Commission enables
a student to call In with questions,
comments, opinions and Ideas for
a better, and more representative
government."
Faculty membes are reminded
they are free to use Action Line
also.
.',1.0"'-•/'J
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Jackie Kennedy tO

Theatre in review

wed Greek shipowner Contrasts hiahliaht 'Slow Dance'

NEW YORK (AP) - Jacqueline Kennedy, whose marriage to the
nation's 35th president was dissolved by an assassin's bullet, plans
to marry one of the world's richest men, Aristotle Onassls, more
than 20 years her senior.
The wedding Is expected to take place next week, but the time and
place were said to be as yet undetermined.
A rash of unconfirmed reports on the Impending nuptials was climaxed in mid-afternoon yesterday with an announcement by Jacqueline's mother, Mrs. Hugh D. Auchlncloss In Washington.
"My daughter, Mrs. John F. Kennedy, Is planning to marry Mr.
Aristotle Onassls,*, Mrs. Auchlncloss said.
The statement was relayed through Mrs. Kennedy's press secretary, Nancy Tucker man, In New York, who added: "I can only tell
you that the wedding will probably take place next week. The time and
the place have not been determined. I will have more information
tomorrow."
Mrs. Kennedy Is 39, and has two children, Caroline, 10, and John
F. Kennedy Jr., 7. She has been a widow since Nov. 22, 1963, when
President John F. Kennedy was assassinated In Dallas.
Onassls, 62, was divorced In 1960 after a 13-year marriage to the
former Tina Llvanes, blonde daughter of another multimillionaire Greek
shipowner. They had two children. She later married England's
Marqus of Blanford.
The announcement of the planned marriage came after years of
speculation by the nation and the world as to what the future held
for the glamorous presidential widow.

Service group holds
Fall rush program
Omega Phi Alpha, national service sorority, will conduct a fall
rush program beginning Sunday.
Oct. 20, 1968.
Each rushee will D* required to
attend two Information meetings
and an interview session, according to Laura Zepernlck, president of the sorority.
"At the first meeting we will
present general information such
as the purposes of the sorority
and the projects we sponsor. This
meeting will be held at 7:00 p.m.,
Sunday, Oct. 20, 1968, in the Ice
Arena lounge, " said Miss Zepernlck.
Specific information about sorority regulations will be given
at the second meeting to be held
at 7:30 p.m., Thurs., Oct. 24,
1968, in the Pink Dogwood Room
of the Union.
If the rushee wishes to pledge
Omega Phi Alpha, she will be required to make an appointment
at the Thurs. meeting for an Interview with the officers of the local
chapter.
Interviews will be held from
1:00-5:00 p.m., Saturday, Oct. 26,
1968, In the Harrison Room of
the Union.
"Questions asked of therushees
will be in keeping with the purposes of the sorority," said Miss
Zepernlck.

committee chairmen. Cooperation
is promoted by working together
on projects," said Miss Zepernlck.
The University's chapter of
Omega Phi Alpha was established
In 1952 with the help of the local
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity.
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By FRANK MROCZKOWSKI
Staff Writer
Personal conflict contrasted Dy
the comedy of reality highlighted
Wednesday night's opening performance of William Hanley's
"Slow Dance on the Killing
Ground" at the Joe E. Brown
Theatre.
A dramatic exposition of the
inner character of three people
takes place as each person reveals his faults and anxieties.
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alities hidden behind the facade.
Rosle, the pregnant college girl
as portrayed by Mary Gallagher
proved to be the kind of person
who didn't take life too seriously
until she finally confronted life's
meaning In a store late at night.
Gallagher does a tremendous Job
of applying the Rosle personality
for Its maximum effect.

This play, written by William
Hanely, has excellent contrasts In
Its characters and even provides
some real humor when their absurd
ways of life are examined.
"Slow Dance on the Killing
Ground" will be presented nightly
at 8 p.m. In the Joe E. Brown
Theatre, with Its concluding performance Sunday night.

vvHgwEMCMeaoiN8BecoMe»*Nevgf^Ti'
The setting of a small store In
Brooklyn late at night provides
location for each of the three
characters to expose what at first
seems widely differing viewpoints on life. As the crossexamination of personalities continues though, they find that though
they are from far different backgrounds the problems they must
confront In life are the same.
Donald I.oeffler, as Mr. Glas,
portarys a man troubled and tortured by a past with which he has
not been able to cope. I.oeffler
makes a strong presentation of
Glas who, though troubled Is also
determined and resolute.
Leonard Walton as Randall, the
Negro youth, does an excellent Job
as the agitator and Inquisitor. His
well done, mocking questioning was
able to bring out the real person-
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Limited Engagement
PETER SELLERS la
LOVE YOU ALICE B. TOKLAS"
JANE FONDA
la doing her thing

la
"BARBARELLA"
Limited Engagement
Winner ol 10 Academy Award*
"WESTSIDE STORY"
at Popular Prleea

A fixed number of women will
be chosen to pledge on the basis
of the interviews and recommendations from active members.
"The purposes and goals of
Omega Phi Alpha are to promote
friendship, leadership, and cooperation while serving the University, community, members of the
sorority, and the world, •' explalnea
Miss Zepernlck.
"We promote friendship with
out program of big and little sisters and limited social events.
Leadership comes by offering
members the opportunity to be
local and national officers and

AWS symposium
set for next week
October 21,22, and 24 are the
dats set for a symposium sponsored by the Association of Women Students (AWS).
Entitled "SWING", Its theme is,
"Status of Wom.>n in a New Generation."
Monday night <n the recital hall
of the masic building, Dr. Conrad will speak on the qustlon,
"Are you ready for marriage?"
This part of the symposium Is
sponsored by Cap and Gown, and
Alpha Lambda Delta.
Tuesday evening, Mr. Ellsworth
Ed wards, from the Wood County
Welfare Department wlU speak
about, "Unwed Motherhood".
Finally, on Thursday, Mrs. Daniel Reddin, a lawyer here In Bowling Green, will moderate a panel
of students whose topic is, "The
status of women on campus."
All the meetings start at 8:00,
and are open to everyone.

aVUIIlW

You'll never get anywhere without it.
Nothing helps a young engineer's
career like being given a challenge.
Which is another way of saying a chance
to fail now and then. To make his own
mistakes.
At Western Electric we give our newly
recruited engineers responsibility almost
immediately. They make their own decisions. Learn from their own errors.
Don't get us wrong. We keep our

demands reasonable enough so that our
recruits can make their decisions at their
own pace. But our thinking is, a man
feels awfully good about even a small
decision when it's his.
If you're the type who'd like the chance
to make your own moves, see our recruiter
or write College Relations, 222 Broadway, New York, N. Y. 10038.
A lot of hard work never hurt anyone.

Western Electric

MANUFACTURING 4 SUPPLY UNIT 01 THE BELL SYSTEM
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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YOUR PHOTO BLOWN UP INTO A SENSATIONAL I

2 ft. x 3 ft. POSTER!:
Any black & white or color photo up to 5 x 7 I
in. blown up into a sharp, stunning, giant I
poster that will excite admiration and envy I
everywhere and delight friends and family. I
Mount in your bedroom, den, dorm, fra- |
ternity or sorority house; give as unusual I
gifts. Send snapshot (no negatives) of your- ■
self, friend, relative, pet. 2 ft. x 3 ft. poster J
mailed with original photo unharmed! Fast !
delivery at lowest prices by one of country's j
oldest mail order photofinishers. Satisfaction ■
guaranteed. We pay postage. Send remit-1
tance and photo to
50

ONE for *3
2 for it (from same picture)

CAMPUS POSTER CO.
DIPT. 104 ENGLIWOOD, M. J. 07*31
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ROOMS

Available

Could Call For Reservations At

422-5431

Roundtable to discuss housing
The topics of housing and city
merchants will be discussed at the
Nov. 13 meeting of the Town and
Student Roundtable.
Reasons why students want to
move off campus, the availability cost, location, and discrimination of off campus housing, and
the problems with the proposed
Greek Village will all be covered
In the discussion to be held In
St. Mark's Lutheran Church,
Marcello Mariaca, a foreign student from Bolivia, and Brian Steffens are the two students on the
agenda committee with Mr. Robert
Baron and Loyal G. Bishop representing the two Interest.
The topics brought up at the
Wednesday night meeting also Included the Bowling Green Police
Deaprtment, the parking situation
In town, voting rights versus taxation for students who occupy a

residence In Bowling Green, the
news media, the entertainment
problem In Bowling Green, and
the Students for a Democratic Society.
Anyone who has an Interest in

Marias discusses
changing America
By JOHN STROCK
Staff Writer
One of the most acknowledged
Intellects of Spain, Dr. Julian Marlas opened Bowling Green's first
International lecture series Wednesday evening, addressing some
350 students and faculty members.
Dr. Marias spoke of the changing Image of the United States
between 1951 and 1968. He first
visited the United States In 1951
and has now returned to find tin
United States with more people.

A suburban community 20
miles from New York City
Interviewing ot the BGSU
Placement Office Oct. 29
9:15 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

SDS
Will hold a meeting In the Historical Suite of the Union at 8
p.m. Sunday, October 20.
INSURANCE CLUB
Will hold a meeting in 113 Hayes
Hall Monday, October 21. at 7

Now
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2 Color Hits

First Time Ron In This Area - Shown at 9:40

□ OHIO U'

□ MIAMI

□ NOTRE DAME

□ ILLINOIS

□ TOLEDO

□ W. MICHIGAN

□ TENNESSEE

□ ALABAMA

□ MICHIGAN

□ INDIANA

□ N. WESTERN

□ OHIO STATE

□ MICHIGAN STATE

□ MINNESOTA

□ TEXAS

□ ARKANSAS
□ WISCONSIN

□ IOWA
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PLUS DICK VAN DYKE IN "FITZWILLY"
shown ot 7:40

'65 Plymouth Sports Fury. Excellent cond. $1400. 874-6180.
'62 Chevy, 6-stick, radio, heater. $425 or best offers. 352-7262
Good Buy, 1968 Cougar straight
stick, dark gren, See at 1017
Boone Court in the Village or
call 352-5596.

Entries Must Be in the "U" Shop by

Address
Phone_

LAST WEEK'S CONTEST WINNER:
BRUCE ANDREWS
308 Anderson

Slir
£t|$ Mniitprmty

Because <>('Society National Bank's rapid growth,
we arc continually seeking competent people for
our Management Trainee Program. Opix>rtunities
at Society range from International Banking to
Marketing to Branch Management.
On Tuesday, October 24, Mr. James Vandenherg
(B.G. '47), Vice President and Cashier at Society,
will be on campus to discuss career opportunities
in banking. Sign up now at the Placement Office
for an interview. If you are unable to make the interview, you may write to Mr. Vandenberg at

FOR SALE: Green 1966 MG Midget above average cond. Low mileage. May be seen at 245 North
Enterprise.

^octety

Girl needed to share Apt, Second quarter only. Call 352-6365.

NATIONAL BANK

127 PUBLIC SQUARE . CLEVELAND. OHIO 44114
Miami u.
Ohio Stale U
U. of Cincinnati
Tulane U.
West Va U
Eastern Ky. U.
U. ol Georgia

Bowling Green U.
Purdue U.
Ohio U.
U. of Kentucky
Eastern Michigan U
u. ot Alabama

Must sell '65 Mustang
conv.
289, 4 - spd. Must sacrifice for
quick sale. $1000. 287-3347.
1961 Triumph, TR3
Roadster
B.RG. Call Mike 352-2746.

PRIZE: WOOL c. p. o. JACKET

Name_

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday for
Tuesday, 5 p.m. Monday for
Wednesday, 5 p.m. Tuesday
for Thursday, 5 p.m. Wednesday for Friday.
FOR SALE

Limit -1

Contest Open to All Students

YOUNG AMERICANS FOR
FREEDOM
Will hold a meeting In the Student Services Building, Monday
at 7:30 p.m.

Classifieds

——— yardage will be gained by
BGSU In the BGSU - Kent State Game.

Friday, October 4, 1968

OMEGA PHI ALPHA
Will hold Its rush meeting in
the Ice Arena Lounge, Sunday at
6 p.m.

UNITARIAN FELLOWSHIP
Will hold a meeting in the Fellowship House at 10:45 a.m., Sundy, October 20. Topic for discussion is "Why are we Unitarians?"

Place an "X" In the box of the team you think will
win October 19. The estimate of total yardage gained
by BGSU will be the tie breaker.

□ KENT STATE

p.m. A film will be shown „..d new
members are welcome.

KAPPA PHI CLUB
Will attend church together at
St. John's Episcopal church, Oct.
20. at 10 a.m. A meeting will be
held October 21, at 6 p.m. in the
UCF Center. The guest speaker
will be Rev. Paul Vandegrlf from
Toledo and the topic will be "The
Church an Social Concerns."

FOOTBALL
CONTEST
□ B.G.S.U.

"Overall, America has not
changed, because the people are
alive and swinging. Continual progress and change save tne image
of a country." he cor-'-

Campus calendar

PORTAGE
i vninwi, DRIVE-IN
Entertainment

wealth, studeniw, Jobs and problems.
According to Dr. Marias the only
area the United States is diminishing in is that of hope. "The general attitude of the American pubpie Is less hopeful than ever before," stated Dr. Marias, "and
this worries me."

EXPLORE CAREER
Teaching Opportunities in
RIDGEWOOD, NEW JERSEY

Dinning Room Aid Cocktails
On Saiday 11-7

Live

any of these topics should leave a
signed written statement concerning their viewpoint with any of
the members or at the student
activities office In the Student
Services Building.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

FOR SALE: Fastest 90cc Bike
on Campus - Hodaka - Excellent
Cond. $200. Contact Dan - 439
Anderson.
FOR RENT
2 bedrooms Charles Apt. Available ApriL 352-5581.

WANTED: 2 or 3 Man Apt for
2 and 3 quarter. Call Don. Km.
435, ext 3454-7.
ATADIUM VIEW APTS., CLOUGH
STRET EXTENSION, OPPOSITE
BG STADIUM. BOWLING GREEN'S
(continued on page 19)

Friday, October 18, 1968, The BG Newt / Page 19
Don't forget HAPPY HOUR NOW
at the C.I.

classifieds
FINEST NEW ADULT/FAMILY
APT. COMMUNITY. Exceptionally
large 1-2-3 bedroom suites, 1 1/2
baths, fully carpeted, alr-cond.,
swimming pool and cable TV. Rentals from $135 include all utilities
except electricity. OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK, 10 a-m. TO 8 p.m.
FOR INFORMATION, CALL 35250 88, BATES AND SPRINGER,
INC., MANAGERS.

THE MAJORITY OF 6 are now
playing at the C.I., FRI., & SAT.
NIGHTS.
———-—
Would like to share lollipops and
conversation with you. Purple for
you, Brown for me. Alice Prout.
.....—_
...
Tessa - Welcome Back to B.G.I
Get high with Daisies! Your Ever
L.ovln Glove.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

Slg Eps: Thanks for the Birthday Dinner. Kathy.
—
— - -■ ..II.II.in.
Sly Slicker, Return Teddy Tim,
Immediately! Kris

HI Faith—Fred
Pagllal's Pleza Has Flower Power - Also Free Delivery. Phone
353-1444.
Delta Gamma Sisters say congratulations to our new Cheerleader,
Barbee Short.
FRENCH TUTORING; lived 2 years
In Paris previous tutoring experience. Call Kathy Cassler. 3545055.
Don't forget
WED. QUARTER
NIGHTS. THUR. NIGHTS B.G.
NIGHT at C.I.

Bromfleld Men - Tommorrow we
let the team know we're behind
them.

Want to fight?

"13"

4965#

CHECK our SIGN Inside the cT
They 11 interest you.
Any kind of typing done; Theses,
Themes, etc. Call Debbie at 353-

BEAT "FATE" - Tom Meyer
for Frostu Class President.
———--——-—-———_.
R
oy Rogers Roast Beef Sandwich,
Golden brown french fries, cold
crisp cole slaw, coke, coffee, or
1<ooi
beer. The Roy Rogers Platter
—~—
——Phi Delts:
"PICTURE" us at a serenade
or we will "Frame" you.
-Anchor Clankers

TOR ACTON CALL
ACTION LINE'S NEW NUMBER
„

3.5

~Mo~iL-FrL""*

Nothing's happening in '68.
Except you.
... as far as Libbey-Owens-Ford is concerned.
Everything else is old hat.
We've been there.
In missiles and lasers.
On space walks.
Wherever and however glass could go.
Next stop — the 21st century.
With only once-a-year pauses on campus to look for
creative graduates (technical and non-technical) for
all company divisions including technical center,
manufacturing, sales, financial, etc.
If this is your year to happen, look for our representative.

Darlene: So glad you camel C.T.I.

MILL'S JEWELERS
Sez

OCT. 29 & 30

Welcome Home Alumni

Libbey-Owens-Ford Company
811 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio 43624

OX Pledges congratulate Their
Active Brothers on taking an outstanding Pledge Class.
Congratulations New D.U. Pinmates, Tim and Carol - Your
Little.
Baby Beyer: You finally made It.
Happy 19th. The gang.
FRATERNITY and SORORITY
TEAS UP-STAIRS AT THE C.I.
NO CHARGE FOR THE ROOM.
FREE POPCORN & completePRIVACY. Make your dates NOW,
especially for FRATERNITY and
OSRORITY AFTERNOON PARTIES. Call 354-7055 or stop In to
make arrangements.

How to tap a keg
(and tie into the best reason in the world to drink beer)

Dear Dls Bruntled Orths: Come
back; No more Greek noises honest! O.E.F.
Roy Rodgers Roast Beef needs
Dependable part-time employees
both Male and Female. Girls should
be at least 5*5 or taller, attractive & good personality. Men should
be 5'5 or taller, with good personality, Apply 300 E. Wooster.
Gem stones and Jewelry. ((. Younklan, 343 S. Main B.G. 354-1362.

IPick up a half-barrel of Bud*
(good for about 245 12-ounce cups
. .. with foam) and the tapping equipment on the day of the party. Just
set the beer in a tub of ice to keep
it cold.

2 Just before the party begins, tap
your beer. First, make sure the
beer faucet is closed (you wouldn't
want to waste a drop of Beechwood
Aged Bud!). Then, insert the faucet and pump unit into the upper valve
of the keg, give it a quarter turn
clockwise, and lock it in place by
tightening the lower wing nut.

&

REPUBLICANS AND DEMOCRATS
We have a platform you can read
and understand. Write for free
copy ~ no obligation. The Universal Party, p.o. Box 516, Berkeley, California 94701.

4

Live Music. Best bands on WED
THUR., nit, & SAT., at the C.I.
Union needs ARC Projector Operator.
Experience Important.
Contact Mrs. Phillips, Union Personnel Office.
See B.G.'s No. 1 band, the Primary Colors, this FRIDAY night
at the New Student Activity Building.
Ride NEEDED to Cleveland or
East Side, Oct. 25. Will share
expenses. Marie, 125 West. Ext
3024.
Phi Mu's: It wasn't me unless It
was done by remote control. And
Pm NOT the PhiTau'selectrician.

FOR LATEST
IN
SPORTSWEAR
At Til

STYLE
CENTER

>C Next, insert the lager tap
\w in the lower valve of the
keg and give it a quarter turn.
Now, set the keg upright in a
tub and pack ice around it.

Budweiser.
IN IUUII

limit |4|l

^•A,^,, /5W *

J
4 You're now ready to draw
beer. Pump pressure to the
proper point for good draw,
usually about 15 lbs. That's all
there is to it, but there's no rule
against sampling just to make
sure everything is perfect.
Ahhhhh! It's no wonder you'll
find more taverns with the
famous "Bud on Draught" sign
than any other!

Budweiser
ANHEUSER-BUSCH. INC. • ST. LOUIS . NEWARK . LOS ANGELES . TAMPA • HOUSTON . COLUMBUS

THE GILLIGAN GIRLS - "You know," said
Gilligan, "All these girls are pretty. But there's
something about a Gilligan hat that makes them
even prettier."

Jack Gilligan captures
approval of 'shock troops'
John J. Gilligan, Democratic candidate for the United States Senate
brought his campaign to Bowling Green last night. Although a good
number of the noisily enthusiastic people present were not eligible
to vote, Gilligan called them the "shock troops" of the last two weeks
of his campaign.
"They stir up the enthusiasm," he said. "They're the workers.
And they're the ones who can really help me carry the campaign in
these last two weeks."
Speaking to an estimated crowd of 400 In the Student Services Building last night, the tall, red-haired candidate urged more participation
In party politics. "Here Is where the fault lies," he said. "Not with
the candidates. The feeling Is very prevalent among young people today
that there's really very little they can do. Some have chosen to call
this the 'alienation of youth,' " But he went on to say young people
really can and should get Involved in campaigns.
Chosen to write peace plank

During the Democratic Convention, Gilligan was one of the five men
chosen to write the peace plank of the Democratic Platform. These
men decided Viet Nam was so Important an issue that it should get
special consideration In the platform.
They were urged not to let this develop Into a floor fight because
"We would tear the party to pieces — which didn't really seem like
too bad an Idea."
When the issue came up for a vote, it received 40 per cent of the
delegate votes. "Everyone said we were defeated," Gilligan commented, "but I think it was a victory. We cam*; within an eyelash
of carrying the votes of the convention."
He continued, "We all expect an announcement within the next few
days that all bombing of Viet Nam will stop." The audience cheered.
"And this was the first plank in the platform."
He said by advocating the platform they did, It showed that "not
only hippies and yipples and beatniks are against the war, but responsible, respected people are against the administration's policy on Viet
Nam.
"We changed the foreign policy of the country, and It will never be
the same again."

ATTENTIVE AUDIENCE - Mere than 300 students

heard the

cand.date for

I

^Mi^i

About other candidates

The candidate also had something to say about other candidates
running for public office. He called George Wallace an "apostle of
alienation," and of Richard Nixon he said, "They say there's a new
Nixon. Well, it was said the old Nixon was someone you wouldn't want
to buy a used car from. The new Nixon Is someone you wouldn't want
to buy a NEW car from."
Answering questions after his address, Gilligan stated he would
like to see the voting age lowered to 18, would support the abolition
of the electoral college, and would "hope and pray the men on the
'Pueblo' would be returned safely. That's all we really can do," he
said. "If we try to go In on some 'Mission Impossible,' all we would
do Is get them killed."

.« IT T-

<* f

Pleased with News endorsement

Glancing at a copy of the BG News, he noticed the editorial endorsing
him and smiled broadly, "Well, now the BG News can Join the other
discriminating newspapers in Ohio like the Cleveland Press and the
Dayton Dally News."
Like all politicians, he was on a tight schedule, and was already
late. As he made his way through the crowd of supporters, he was
wished good luck on his campaign. "Now that's why I came," he said,
"My luck's with you."

John J. Gilligan
Photograhpy by
TIM CULEK
Story by
LINDA HERBKERSMAN

Does anybody know what happened?
MYSTERIOUS HAPPENING -- Minutes before
John Gilligan arrived at the University a student
was knocked to the ground as he entered the

United State.

Senate speak at the Student Services Building last night.

Student Services Building. Another student, who
tried to block the News photographer from taking
a picture said it was "fraternity business."

THE WAIT - Jennifer Ruff
and Peg Cleary wait for the
arrival of their favorite candid
date. Jack Gilligan.

